
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

) 
JACK E. ALDERMAN, ) 

) 
Plaintiff, ) 

) 
v. ) 

) 
JAMES E. DONALD, in his capacity as ) 
Commissioner of the Georgia Department ) 
of Corrections; HILTON HALL, ) 
in his capacity as Warden, Georgia ) 
Diagnostic and Classification Prison; ) 
DOES 1-50, UNKNOWN ) 
EXECUTIONERS, in their capacities ) 
as employees and/or agents of the ) 
Georgia Department of Corrections. ) 

) 
Defendants. ) 

Civil Action No. 

COMPLAINT FOR INJUNCTIVE 
RELIEF AND DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 

Jack Edward Alderman ("Plaintiff Alderman") brings this action for 

prospective relief pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983 challenging not his sentence of 

death, but rather the manner in which Defendants will execute him and the failure 

of Defendants to take necessary measures to minimize the risk that he will 

experience unintentional pain from the terrifying sensation of asphyxiation and 
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suffocation due to the paralysis of his respiratory system, the burning of Potassium 

Chloride in his veins and, finally, the pain and suffering associated with cardiac 

arrhythmia and complete cardiac arrest. 

As provided in the Department of Corrections Administrative and Execution 

Procedures, Lethal Injection, Under Death Sentence, effective May 1, 2000, which 

were superseded on September 9, 2002, ("Procedures") and has occurred in all 

lethal injections administered so far, Georgia has first injected the person to be 

killed with a ultrashort-acting barbiturate anesthetic to produce unconsciousness, 

followed by a neuromuscular blocking drug, which completely paralyzes the 

muscles, but does not affect cognition or any form of sensation, and, based on prior 

executions, it is likely that there will be delivery of less than the intended dose or 

improper injection procedures. Thus the anesthetizing agent will wear off, as 

occurs with ultrashort-acting barbiturates and has occurred on numerous occasions, 

causing the condemned to experience terror and excruciating pain without being 

able to signal his distress. Moreover, the paralysis will make it impossible for any 

witness observing the killing to determine whether the condemned is experiencing 

pain before dying. The way in which Georgia now administers lethal injections 

would not receive the approval of the American Veterinary Medical Association 

("A VMA") for use on animals. 
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In addition, Georgia's Procedures for administering lethal injection 

authorizes an outdated and discarded procedure - the "cut down" procedure for 

central venous cannulation - when a suitable vein cannot be found. This procedure 

results in unnecessary and painful mutilation of the body. 

The method to be used by Defendants to execute Jack E. Alderman threatens 

and violates his right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment in violation of 

the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution, to be free 

from arbitrary and capricious procedures and protocols in violation of the Fifth and 

Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution, and to be free from the 

deliberate indifference of the Defendants to Alderman's health and safety in 

violation of the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States 

Constitution. Accordingly, he seeks equitable and injunctive relief requiring the 

Department of Corrections to meet its constitutional responsibility to minimize the 

unnecessary risk of pain and mutilation during his execution. He asks that the 

Department be restrained from carrying out his execution until such time as it has 

minimized the risk of unnecessary pain, suffering, and mutilation. 

PARTIES 

1. Plaintiff Alderman was sentenced to death for his alleged involvement 

in the murder of his wife. Since that time he has been in the custody of the Georgia 
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Department of Corrections ("GDC") at the Georgia Diagnostic and Classification 

Prison ("GDCP") in Jackson, GA. Plaintiff Alderman is a United States citizen and 

a resident of the State. He is currently a death-sentenced prisoner under the 

supervision of the GDC. He is held at GDCP, Jackson, Georgia, 30233. 

2. Defendant James E. Donald ("Donald") is the Commissioner of 

Corrections for the State of Georgia and is the chief administrative officer of the 

GDC. He is authorized by statute to supervise, direct and execute the functions 

vested in the GDC, including the administration and execution of the death penalty. 

See O.C.G.A. § 42-2-6(b). Donald is being served in his official capacity for 

prospective relief. 

3. Defendant Hilton Hall ("Hall") is the Warden of the GDCP. He is 

authorized by statute to supervise, direct and execute the functions vested in the 

GDC, including the administration and execution of the death penalty. See 

O.C.G.A. § 42-2-6(b). Hall is being served in his official capacity for prospective 

relief. 

4. Plaintiff Alderman is ignorant of the true names of Does 1-50 but 

alleges that they have or will participate in Plaintiff s execution by virtue of their 

roles in designing, implementing, and/or carrying out the lethal injection process. 
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When Plaintiff Alderman discovers the Doe Defendants' true identities, he will 

amend his Complaint accordingly. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

5. This action is brought pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983 for violations and 

threatened violations of the right of Plaintiff Alderman to be free from cruel and 

unusual punishment under the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United 

States Constitution, to be free from arbitrary and capricious procedures and 

protocol in violation of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States 

Constitution and to be free from the deliberate indifference of Defendants toward 

his health and safety in violation of the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the 

United States Constitution. Plaintiff seeks temporary, preliminary, and permanent 

injunctive relief to prevent the Defendants from executing him by means of lethal 

injection, as that method of execution is currently used in Georgia. Plaintiff 

contends that lethal injection, as performed in Georgia, unnecessarily risks 

infliction of pain and suffering. Plaintiff further contends that the use of 

Pancuronium Bromide, also known as Pavulon, a neuromuscular blocking agent 

that acts as a chemical veil over the lethal injection process, unnecessarily disguises 

from observers the pain and suffering to which he may be subjected. 
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6. Plaintiff additionally contends that Defendants, as a result of their 

failure to use appropriate procedures and properly trained personnel, have inflicted 

unnecessary and unintentional pain on several executed prisoners in the past, 

making it likely that Plaintiff will suffer the same fate. 

7. This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331 (federal 

question), § 1343 (civil rights violations), § 2201 (declaratory relief), and § 2202 

(further relief). This action arises under the Fifth, Eighth and Fourteenth 

Amendments to the United States Constitution and under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. 

8. Because the statutory office of the Commissioner of the GDC is in the 

City of Atlanta, see O.C.G.A. § 42-2-10, venue is proper in this Court. See 28 

U.S.C. § 1391(b). 

EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

9. Without conceding that the provisions for exhaustion of administrative 

remedies are applicable to his claims, the Plaintiff has exhausted all administrative 

remedies to the extent that they were available and has satisfied the exhaustion 

requirements of 42 U.S.C. § 1997e(a). 

10. Exhaustion of administrative remedies through a prison grievance 

policy is not required for this type of action because the injuries are prospective in 
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the sense that the injuries will not occur until the execution takes place. Thus, no 

administrative challenge to the lethal injection protocol is possible here. 

11. Notwithstanding the fact that exhaustion of administrative remedies 

through a prison grievance policy is not required for this type of action, Plaintiff 

filed, with the GDC, an informal grievance on April 16, 2007 on the appropriate 

GDC Inmate Grievance Form (a copy of the receipt is attached at Appendix A). 

Plaintiff has also requested the proper form to file a formal grievance. However, to 

date a response has not been provided. 

12. Moreover, on April 12,2007 Plaintiff sent a letter to the GDC 

Ombudsmen's Office seeking a change to the Procedures. (Appendix B). However, 

to date the GDC Ombudsmen's Office has failed to respond. 

ALLEGATIONS 

13. On an unknown future date, the clerk of Chatham County Superior 

Court will issue a death warrant in the case of Alderman v. State, 241 Ga. 496, 246 

S.E.2d 642, 644-45, cert. denied, 439 U.S. 991, 99 S. Ct. 593, 58 L.Ed.2d 666 

(1978), reh 'g denied, 439 U.S. 1122,99 S. Ct. 1036,59 L.Ed.2d 84 (1979), setting 

the date of execution of judgment of death on a date certain. 

14. At the time Mr. Alderman was sentenced to death by the Chatham 

County Circuit Court, Georgia executed persons using electrocution. Thereafter, 
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the Georgia legislature adopted lethal injection as the method of execution for any 

death sentence imposed after May 1,2000. See O.C.G.A. § 17-10-38. In 2001, the 

Georgia Supreme Court held that electrocution, which had been used to put people 

to death in Georgia since 1924, violates the State Constitution. See Dawson v. 

State, 554 S.E.2d 137 (Ga. 2001). Pursuant to that ruling, Mr. Alderman is 

scheduled to be executed by lethal injection on an unknown date. 

15. The Georgia General Assembly directed the GDC to adopt and enact 

relevant protocols and procedures. Accordingly, the GDC adopted the 

Administrative and Execution Procedures, Lethal Injection, Under Death Sentence, 

effective May 1, 2000 (Appendix C), which were superseded on September 9, 2002 

(Appendix D)(referred hereinafter to as "Procedures,,).1 The issues raised in the 

Nance Hearing and outlined in this Complaint are consistent in both sets of 

Procedures. 

16. However, in carrying out sixteen executions since Dawson, the GDC 

has failed to administer lethal injection in a way that minimizes the risk of 

These Procedures were described in the testimony of Deputy Warden Terry 
L. Duffey at the evidentiary hearing conducted in Georgia v. Nance, No. 95-B-
2461-4 (Gwinnett County Superior Court, Apr. 30,2002 and May 1,2002) at 60-65 
(referred hereinafter to as "Nance Hearing"). 
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unnecessary pain, suffering and mutilation as required by the United States 

Constitution. 

17. The statute prescribes no specific drugs, dosages, drug combinations, 

or the manner of intravenous line access to be used in the execution process; nor 

does the statute prescribe any certification, training, or licensure required of those 

who participate in the execution process. All of the details of the execution process 

are to be determined by the GDC. 

18. The Department of Corrections has decided to execute Plaintiff by 

poisoning him with a lethal combination of three chemical substances: Sodium 

Pentothal, a ultrashort-acting barbiturate; Pavulon, a drug which paralyzes all 

voluntary muscles; and Potassium Chloride, an extremely painful chemical which 

activates the nerve fibers lining the prisoner's veins and interferes with the heart's 

contractions, causing cardiac arrest. This method of execution, as conducted under 

the GDC's Procedures is likely to be more cruel and unusual than using the electric 

chair for execution. 

19. In adopting the Procedures, Georgia conducted no independent official 

analysis of why these three drugs should be used as opposed to other alternatives 

and also conducted no independent official analysis of what dosages of the drugs to 
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administer. 2 Georgia uses a manual process, requiring that each chemical agent be 

administered individually through separate syringes, thereby increasing the risk of 

inserting the drugs in an improper sequence and maximizing the potential for other 

problems associated with administration of the agents. See, e.g., State v. Webb, 750 

A.2d 448, 451 (Conn. 2000). 

20. These three drugs are dangerous and carry inherent risks of inflicting 

extreme and excruciating pain and suffering when used by unqualified persons in 

circumstances like those extant in the Georgia execution chamber. 

21. Sodium Pentothal is a very ultrashort-acting anesthetic. When given in 

an appropriate amount and administered properly, it renders a person unconscious 

quickly, but, in typical clinical doses, it begins to wear off quickly. The half-life of 

Sodium Pentothal in the brain, where it is meant to work as an anesthetizing agent, 

in clinical doses may be as short as one to two minutes. A dose of 2.5 grams, which 

is 25% more than the dose administered in Georgia, would dissipate within five to 

seven minutes. See Webb, 750 A.2d at 451-52. In other words, almost as soon as it 

begins working, Sodium Pentothal begins to dissipate. As a result, during surgical 

procedures, Sodium Pentothal is typically used to render a person unconscious, but 

2 See testimony of Deputy Warden Duffey, Nance Hearing, at 78. 
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additional drugs are administered almost immediately thereafter to keep a patient 

unconscious and pain-free. 

22. The Procedures make no provision for basing the amount of Sodium 

Pentothal on the well-recognized factors affecting its efficacy, including body 

weight, body fat, prior drug usage, the presence of other sedating agents, the level 

of anxiety or stress, and the person's food consumption in the hours before the 

execution. If the inmate eats or drinks six-to-eight hours before the execution, he 

may choke or gag from the injection of Sodium Pentothal. 

23. The Procedures contain conflicting provisions regarding the amount of 

Sodium Pentothal to be administered one part of the Protocol calls for 2 grams of 

Sodium Pentothal to be administered,3 and another part calls for 1 gram of Sodium 

Pentothal.4 These contradictory instructions make it impossible for anyone to know 

how much Sodium Pentothal is intended to be given. This is a critical flaw, 

because the amount of Sodium Pentothal that is administered is vital to ensuring 

3 Paragraph 10 of the Georgia Diagnostic and Classification Prison's 
"Controlled Chemical Handling Procedures for Execution by Lethal Injection" 
states that "Chemicals will be drawn up as follows: Sodium Pentothal 50 cc's 
(2gms) - Syringe #1 and #la." 
4 Section 2.1 of Annex IC of the Procedures, titled "Injection Procedure" talks 
only about the use of "Syringe #1 (Sodium Pentothal)" - there is no mention of 
syringe 1a. 
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that the person is unconscious while being put to death. The possible 1 gram dose 

is far too low to assure a prolonged deep anesthesia for the duration of all 

executions. See Testimony of Mark Dershwitz, Tr. Evid. Hr. Vol. 3, p. 264, Taylor 

v. Crawford, No. 05-4l73-CV-S-FJG (June 13,2006)( " ... I would say that 

probably the minimum acceptable dose would be 1.5 grams .... "). (Appendix E) 

24. The second drug administered, Pavulon, is a paralyzing agent. It 

interferes with the nerve impulse emanating from the brain to the muscles by 

blocking the neurotransmitters that "direct" muscles to move. This includes the 

muscles which enable a person to breathe, swallow, speak, blink, or move 

extremities. Pavulon leaves the muscles in a flaccid state so that the person to 

whom it has been administered appears calm and relaxed. 

25. The use of Sodium Pentothal and Pavulon together creates an 

unnecessary risk of severe pain and suffering. If the Sodium Pentothal wears off, 

which can occur even in the hospital setting where surgery is conducted by several 

physicians, patients can awaken during surgery. If such an occurrence were to take 

place in an execution, the inmate would become conscious, experience suffocation, 

feel the burning of the Potassium Chloride in his veins, and then experience a 

massive heart attack. Because Pavulon is such a thorough paralytic agent, 

onlookers would not realize that the person was experiencing excruciating pain, 
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including the terrifying sensation of asphyxiating and suffocating, choking on 

vomit, and cardiac arrest. Pavulon creates a serene appearance because the person 

being executed is totally paralyzed. 

26. Under the Procedures, there are no directions as to how to make a 

determination as to whether the Sodium Pentothal has taken effect. Therefore, the 

chemical agents used to execute the prisoner may be administered without proper 

unconscIOusness. 

27. The third drug, Potassium Chloride, causes cardiac arrest, which, if 

untreated, leads to brain death after several minutes. If the Sodium Pentothal wears 

off or never achieves effectiveness by the time the Potassium Chloride is 

administered, the condemned would experience excruciating pain. The sensation of 

the Potassium Chloride flowing through the veins would cause extreme and 

excruciating pain. Once the drug reaches the heart, the condemned would 

experience all of the pain and suffering associated with complete cardiac arrest. 

28. The GDC has not only failed to minimize this risk, it has increased it 

by failing to follow its own Procedures in two of the first six executions by lethal 

injection. In the executions of Ronald Spivey and Tracy Housel, the execution 
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personnel discovered residual heart activity after the first course of injections.s 

Despite the fact that the Procedures provide for the administration of another set of 

all three drugs,6 the GDC's personnel did not inject the first two and instead 

injected a second dose of Potassium Chloride.7 The lapse of time between the 

administration of the first drug - Sodium Pentothal - and the administration of the 

Potassium Chloride significantly increased the likelihood that Spivey and Housel 

regained consciousness and felt acute, excruciating pain, asphyxiating and 

suffocating, intense burning, and a massive cardiac arrest. The GDC began 

administering drugs to Spivey at 7:24; he was not pronounced dead until 7:34 - ten 

minutes later. 8 Drugs began flowing into Tracy Housel at 7: 17; he was not 

pronounced dead until 7:28.9 As noted earlier, supra ~2l, even a 25% higher dose 

of Sodium Pentothal than was administered to Mr. Housel and Mr. Spivey could 

have worn off within five to seven minutes. 

29. The Procedures also direct that the Warden or another designee shall 

direct that the catheter be inserted into the prisoner. Even a well-trained person 

may have difficulty finding a vein. Thus, the catheter can be inserted into a 

S 

6 

7 

8 

See GDC's records, Nance Hearing, at 525, 585. 
See Procedures § 16.3.l9. 
See GDC's records, Nance Hearing, at 525, 585. 
See Commissioner's Command Post Activity Log, Nance Hearing at 524-25. 
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sensitive area of the body, such as the groin or hand; in the wrong direction so that 

chemicals flow away from the inmate's heart and therefore hinder their absorption; 

or intramuscularly or subcutaneously instead of intravenously. 

30. The Procedures also mandate the use of a "cut down" procedure if the 

person inserting the IV line into the inmate cannot find a suitable vein. 10 The 

Procedures provide that "[t]he IV team will place intravenous ports into the veins of 

both arms of the condemned. The heart monitor leads will be applied to the 

condemned. If the veins are such that an IV cannot be started, a contract physician 

will perform the cut down procedure to establish an intravenous port.,,11 

31. The "cut down" procedure involves unnecessary mutilation of the 

human body and is a grossly outdated medical procedure. In fact, the "cut down" 

procedure for central venous cannulation is rarely even taught in U.S. medical 

schools. Instead, there is another procedure, percutaneous central venous 

cannulation, that is routinely used by highly trained personnel in hospitals in 

situations where a suitable vein cannot be found. Thus, the procedure currently 

mandated by the Procedures subjects the inmate's body to unnecessary and painful 

mutilation. 

9 

10 
See Commissioner's Command Post Activity Log, Nance Hearing at 538. 
See Procedures § 16.3. 
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32. When Jose High was executed, GDe's personnel took thirty-nine 

minutes to start the IV s. The intravenous ports that were established were not 

placed in Mr. High's arms. Rather, one was placed in his hand, and the other near 

his collarbone. 12 The autopsy photographs make clear that the IV sites in his hand 

were infiltrated, a condition where the needle is in subcutaneous tissue, not in the 

vein. Moreover, the contract physician did not follow the Procedures, but 

performed a percutaneous central venous cannulation instead of a "cut-down" on 

Mr. High when the nurse could not establish an intravenous port. While the 

percutaneous central venous cannulation is the accepted medical procedure, it 

requires specialized drugs and medical equipment to handle complications, and 

their absence exposed Mr. High to an unwarranted risk of excruciating pain and 

suffering. 

33. The GDe has failed to minimize the likelihood of miscommunication 

and failure to discover when the injection goes into the subcutaneous tissue, and not 

a vein, resulting in excruciatingly painful necrosis of the tissue. The GDe uses an 

inadequate and unacceptable arrangement whereby the nurse in the death chamber 

watches the injection sites remotely (not at the condemned's side) and thus, she 

II 

12 
See Procedures § 16.3 .11 (emphasis added). 
See testimony of Deputy Warden Duffey, Nance Hearing, at 86-93 .. 
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does not receive information about the pressure required to push the syringe down 

when she is advising the staff on how fast to inject the drugs. The nurse cannot 

recognize any excessive pressure, which suggests infiltration. Excessive pressure 

can also be due to other problems in which the drugs are not being properly injected 

into the blood stream. 

34. The ODe has also failed to minimize the risk of unnecessary pain by 

deviating from regular medical practice by using large syringes to administer the 

drugs, which increases the possibility of improper administration of the drugs. 

Large syringes offer minimal tactile feedback, which makes it difficult to determine 

whether infiltration is occurring or not. 

35. The Procedures also lack necessary safeguards, thus increasing the risk 

that Plaintiff will suffer unnecessary pain during the lethal injection process. There 

is no standardized time to administer each of the three chemicals. The Procedures 

identify no protocol for ensuring that the anesthetic agent is properly flowing into 

the prisoner. The Procedures identify no protocols for ensuring that the prisoner is 

properly sedated prior to the administration of the lethal chemicals as would be 

required in any medical or veterinary procedure before the administration of a 

neuromuscular blocking agent, such as Pavulon, or the administration of a painful 

potassium chloride overdose. 
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36. The Procedures address an event in which the condemned person is not 

killed by the injection of one series of these drugs. However, GDC has not 

followed this part of the Procedures, thus creating further risk of unnecessary pain. 

In the event the condemned person is not killed by the first series of injections, the 

Procedures call for a second series of injections of the three drugs. 13 As discussed 

above, supra ~28. In two of the first six lethal injection executions in Georgia the 

execution staff significantly deviated from these Procedures. For these two 

condemned persons, heart activity was observed after the first series of drugs had 

been injected. Dr. Rao - who had not read the Proceduresl4 
- ordered that rather 

than follow the Procedures and inject the drugs in the predetermined sequence 

(Sodium Pentothal, Pavulon, Potassium Chloride) the injection team was to inject 

only additional Potassium Chloride. IS If the Sodium Pentothal had worn off at this 

time, the condemned person may have been conscious yet paralyzed and unable to 

communicate. 

37. The Procedures also do not establish any minimum qualifications or 

expertise required of the personnel who perform all of the tasks in the lethal 

13 See Procedures § 16.3.19. 
14 See testimony of Dr. Rao, Nance Hearing, at 294. 
15 See testimony of Charles Kelley, Nance Hearing, at 180. 
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injection process. There are no guidelines upon which these personnel can rely if 

they are required to exercise their discretion during the process. The protocol has 

no plan in place if the Plaintiff requires medical assistance during the execution. 

38. Appended to this Complaint are the declarations of Dr. Mark Heath, 

M.D., a cardiac anesthesiologist, and Dr. Randall L. Tackett, Ph.D., a professor of 

pharmacology at the University of Georgia's College of Pharmacy, both of which 

were previously attached to Complaint filed with this Court in Fugate v. 

Department a/Corrections, et. ai., (Appendices F and G, respectively); pertinent 

provisions of the Procedures (see Appendices C and D); and excerpts from 

documents and testimony from the Nance Hearing regarding the administration of 

lethal injection in Georgia (Appendix H). Mr. Alderman hereby incorporates by 

reference these appendices as if fully set out herein. 
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COUNT I 

USE OF LETHAL INJECTION IS A VIOLATION OF RIGHT TO BE 
FREE FROM CRUEL AND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT PURSUANT TO 
THE EIGHTH AND FOURTEENTH AMENDMENTS TO THE UNITED 

STATES CONSTITUTION 
(42 U.S.C. § 1983) 

39. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference the allegations 

contained in paragraphs 1 through 38. 

40. Defendants are acting under color of Georgia law in using an arbitrary, 

capricious and irrational method of execution by administering to Plaintiff 

chemicals that will cause unnecessary pain in the execution of a sentence of death, 

thereby depriving Plaintiff of his rights under the Fifth, Eighth and Fourteenth 

Amendments to be free from cruel and unusual punishment and treating him with 

deliberate indifference to his health, safety and serious medical needs in violation of 

his rights under the Eighth and Fourteenth amendments to the United States 

Constitution entitling him to re1iefunder 42 U.S.C. § 1983. 

41. The Procedures, which specify the State's lethal injection protocol, 

violate Plaintiff s rights under the cruel and unusual punishment clause of the 

Eighth Amendment because (a) the Procedures create the unreasonable and 

unacceptable risk of unnecessary physical and psychological pain; (b) the 

Procedures do not comport with contemporary norms and standards of society; ( c) 
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the Procedures offend the dignity of the person and society; and (d) the procedures 

constitute deliberate indifference to the condemned's safety, health and serious 

medical needs. 

42. The failure of the ODC to take sufficient measures to minimize the risk 

of unnecessary, extreme and excruciating pain and mutilation, when that risk could 

easily be minimized, violates the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United 

States Constitution. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

43. WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Jack E. Alderman prays for: 

a. Temporary, preliminary, and permanent injunctive relief 

to enjoin the Defendants, their officers, agents, servants, employees, 

and all persons acting in concert with them from executing Plaintiff by 

lethal injection using the current Procedures or any similar procedure; 

b. In the event that the Procedures are not enjoined in its 

entirety as violating the Fifth, Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments, 

temporary, preliminary, and permanent injunctive relief to enjoin 

Defendants, their officers, agents, servants, employees, and all persons 

acting in concert with them from administering Pavulon during the 

execution process; 
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c. In the event that the Procedures are not enjoined in its 

entirety as violating the Fifth, Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments, 

temporary, preliminary, and permanent injunctive relief to enjoin 

Defendants, their officers, agents, servants, employees, and all persons 

acting in concert with them from allowing personnel who lack 

sufficient training, credentials, certification, experience, or proficiency 

to conduct the lethal injection procedure; 

d. Reasonable attorneys' fees pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983 

and the laws of the United States; 

e. Cost of suit; and 

f. Any such relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

This 20th day of April, 2007. 

By: 
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Jack E. Alderman 

------~--~--~~-+--

William E. Hoffm , J 
Georgia Bar No: 359825 
KING & SPALDING LLP 
1180 Peachtree Street 
Atlanta, Georgia 30309 
Telephone: (404) 572-3383 
Telecopier: (404) 572-5136 
bhoffmann@kslaw.com 
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Jason R. Edgecombe 
Georgia Bar No. 239606 
KING & SPALDING LLP 
1180 Peachtree Street 
Atlanta, Georgia 30327 
Phone: (404) 572-4600 
Fax: (404) 572-5139 
jedgecombe@kslaw.com 

Thomas H. Dunn 
GEORGIA RESOURCE 
CENTER 
303 Elizabeth Street 
Atlanta, Georgia 30309 
Phone: (404) 222-9202 
Fax: (404) 404 506-2680 

J ames Ringer 
Michael A. Siem 
Elizabeth K. Quinn 
CLIFFORD CHANCE US LLP 
31 West 52nd Street 
New York, NY 10019-6131 
Phone: (212) 878-8000 
Fax: (212) 878-8375 
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(404) 222-9202 

GEORGIA RESOURCE CENTER 
303 Elizabeth Street 

Atlanta, Georgia 30307 

Via Facsimile and U.S. Mail [Fax No. 404-651-6537] 

12 April 2007 

Georgia Department of Corrections Ombudsman's Office 
Shevondah Fields 
#2 M.L.K. Jr. Dr. S.E. 
East Tower, Suite 766 
Atlanta, GA 30334 

RE: Jack E. Alderman, UNO-385463 

Dear Georgia DOC Ombudsman: 

FAX (404) 222-9212 

This office represents .Jack E. Alderman, UNO -385463, who is currently incarcerated on death row at 
the Georgia Diagnostic Prison in Jackson, Georgia. Mr. Alderman is nearing the conclusion of his 
appeals process and recognizes that if his appeals are denied, he will be executed by the State of 
Georgia using the method outlined in the Georgia Department of Corrections Lethal Injection 
Administrative and Execution Procedures (hereinafter Procedures). In accord with the Georgia 
Department of Corrections grievance system, Mr. Alderman intends to file both an informal and formal 
grievance pertaining to these Lethal Injection Procedures. It does not appear, however, that a 
grievance of this kind is grievable under the DOC's grievance system. As such, on behalf of Mr. 
Alderman, I write to alert you to the intended violations of his constitutional rights as guaranteed by the 
8th and 14th Amendments should these Procedures be utilized. 

The current Procedures fail to take necessary measures to minimize the risk that Mr. Alderman will 
experience terror or excruciating pain caused by asphyxiation and suffocation due to the paralysis of his 
respiratory system, the burning of Potassium Chloride coursing through his veins and, finally, the 
extreme pain and suffering associated with cardiac arrhythmia and complete cardiac arrest. 

As Georgia's Procedures provide, and has occurred in all lethal injections administered so far, the 
person to be killed is first injected with a short-acting barbiturate anesthetic to produce 
unconsciousness, followed by a neuromuscular blocking drug, which completely paralyzes the muscles, 
but does not affect cognition or any form of sensation. As a result, if through delivery of less than the 
intended dose or improper injection procedures, the anesthetizing agent wears off, as can occur with 
short-acting barbiturates and has occurred on numerous occasions, the condemned will experience 
terror and excruciating pain, but will be prevented from signaling any distress. Moreover, the paralysis 
will make it impossible for any witness observing the killing to determine whether the condemned is 
experiencing pain before dying. Georgia's current procedure for the administration of lethal injections 
would not receive the approval of the A VMA for use on animals. 

TIU! Georgia Appellate Praci;ce and Educational Resource Center, Inc. itO a non-profit organization gOL·ern .. d by a Board of Directors. 

711(' Center was eslabJislwd by the Slate Bar of Georgia and is affiliafed «-,ilk the Georgia Slate University College of Law. 



Re: Jack E. Alderman 
12 April 2007 
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Georgia could minimize the risk of unnecessary pain and suffering, as constitutionally required, by 
substituting a long-acting anesthetizing agent for the short-acting barbiturate anesthetic currently used, 
by employing qualified persons to closely monitor the vital signs of the person being put to death, or by 
eliminating administration of the paralyzing agent and instead causing death through the use of agents 
that produce cardiac arrest without causing pain upon administration. 

In addition, Georgia's Procedures for administering lethal injection authorizes a grossly outdated and 
discarded procedure - the "cut down" procedure for central venous cannulation - when a suitable vein 
cannot be found. This procedure results in unnecessary and painful mutilation of the body. Georgia can 
prevent such unnecessary and painful mutilation by utilizing another procedure, percutaneous central 
venous cannulation, that is routinely used by the medical profession. 

While Mr. Alderman was sentenced to die over 31 years ago, his death sentence did not include 
sUbjecting him to extreme and excruciating pain and mutilation. Accordingly, through undersigned 
counsel, Mr. Alderman fonnally requests that the Georgia Department of Corrections adapt procedures 
that minimize the risk of pain and mutilation during his execution. 

We look forward to your prompt attention to this matter and ask that you provide a response no later 
than April 18,2007. 

cc: Jack E. Alderman 
Michael A. Siem, Esq. 

Executive Director 

TIU! Georgia Appel/ale Pradice and Educational R"source Cent ... r, J,1C. is a non-profit organization 80L'ern ... d by a Board of Dir ... dars. 

TIle Center «.'0" e"tabli"lwd by tlu.· Stat ... Bar of Georgia and i" affiliated with the Geor9ia State Univ ... r$ity College of Law. 
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GEORGIA LAW PROVIDES THAT WHEN A PERSON IS CONVICTED OF A CAPITAL 

CRIME AND RECEIVES A DEATH SENTENCE, THAT SENTINCE IS AUTOMATICALLY 

APPEALED TO THE GEORGi~.sGp·~£~E c6d~:L -tHIS, ALONG WITH OTHER LEGAL 
. . :.:--~ -.. " ~. . . . 

REMEDIES AVAILABLE TO PERSONS UNDER DEATH SENTENCE RESULTS IN INMATES 

WITH DEATH SENTENCE5 BEING HElD IN THE CUSTODY OF THE GEORGIA 

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS FOR LENGTHY PERIODS OF TIME. 

AN EXECUTION MAY ACTUALLY OCCUR WHEN THE PAROLE BOARD HAS 

CONSIDERED AND DECLINES TO MODIFYTHE DEATH SENTENCE, OR WHEN THE 

APPEAL PROCESS HAS BEEN EXHAUSTED, OR WHEN THE INMATE IS DEMANDING 

THAT THE SENTENCE BE CARRIED OUT. 
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I. RECEPTION OfUNDER.DEATH SENTENCE (UDS) CASES 

1.0 THE SENTENCE 

1.1 Upon averdid or judgement ofde~ih made by a jury or a judge, it is the 
responsibility cifthJ!:t:lerk.,of(:'9yt1,jn-which said sentence is pronounced, to 
forward a certified :t6py of s~id'sehtence to the Warden of the Georgia 
Diagnostic ahd Classification Prison not less than ten (10) days prior to the 
first day of the seven (7) day execution period as fixed by the court (OCGA 
17-10-33). 

'1.2 Where the date for execution has passed for any reason, i.e., appeal. habeas 
corpus, State Board of Pardons and Paroles, etc., the judge of the Superior 
Court of the county where the case was tried shall have the power and 
authority to fix a seven (7) day period for the execution of the original 
sentence.' Such order shall fix the seven (7) day period not less that ten (10) 
nor more than twenty (20) days from the date of such order. Such order shall 
be sent immediately to the Warden of the Georgia Diagnostic and 
Classification Prison (OCGA 17-10-40). 

1.3 In either event, described in Paragraph 1.1 or 1.2, the Commissioner 
and the Warden of the Georgia Diagnostic and Classification Prison will 
immediately notify one another and immediately forward to the other a copy 
of the sentence (Execution Order) or other orders. 

1.4 In addition, the Commissionerwill reproduce said sentence or order and 
forward a copy to the Governor (Attention: Legal Counsel, Governor's 
Office); Attorney General's Office, 'ind the Chairman of the State Board of 
Pardons and Paroles. 

2.0 DELIVERY OF THE CONDEMNED PERSON 

2.1 In all cases in which the defendant is sentenced to be executed, it shall 
be the duty of the trial judge in passing sentence, to direct that the defendant 
be delivered to the Commissioner of the Georgia Department of Corrections 
for execution at such state prison as may be designated by said 
Commissioner, (OCGA 17.Q-38). 

2.2 It shall be the duty of the sheriff of the county in which such convicted 
person is so sentenced to convey such convicted person to said state prison 
not more than twenty (20) nor less than two (2) days prior to the time fixed in 
the sentence for execution of the condemned person unless otherwise 
directed by the State Board of Pardons and Paroles, or unless a stay of 

00716 



execution has beeri:Glu.~ed by appeal, granting of a new trial, or other order '- -~: 
of a courto{ competeriljiJrisdictiori, dnd the expense {or transporting of said 
person to the state prison f6r the purpose of execution shall be paid by -
the Ordinary Of the County wherein the conviction was had, or the Board 01 
County Comn'lissiOllers,-the Counfy~Commis5ioner, or other person or 
persons having:ch~rgeqfJhecounty funds, out of any funds on hand in the 
treasury of SUCfrCOlIDtY, (6cdA:rj~ 10-33). 

-*. • - • ". '" . -.:::o-.~.,... • •. ' 

2.3 The Commissioner will issue assignment orders to the Sheriff of the County 
of conviction and forward copies of the Order and sentencing documents to 
the state prison. Dt'Jivery of the condemned person by the Sheriff will he 
arranged and coordinated by the Commissioner between the Sheriff of the 
County concerned .lOd the Warden of the prison. 

2.4 Persons under death sentence incarcerated at institutions other than the 
-institution designatl-ci by the Commissioner as the execution site will be 
transferred to the execution site approximately two (2) days prior to the 
scheduled execution date. Details of such transfer will be coordinated by 
the Commissioner. 

3.0 ADMISSION PROCESSING 

Upon arrival of the condemned person at the Georgia Diagnostic and Classification 
Prison or Metro State Prison, he/she will be processed through regular inmate 
admission procedures. to i nelude security search, medical examination. fingerprint, 
photograph, personal history information, etc., to include a complete diagnostic 
evaluation, a copy of which will be provided to the Commissioner of the 
Department of Corredion5, and the State Board of Pardons and Paroles, 

4.0 CONFINEMENT 

The condemned person will be confined in a cell designated by the Warden:~_ 
Appropriate safeguards and security measures will be maintained as direded by Ir 
Warden. Pending the invoking of the Death Watch, the condemned person wi!: 
maintained in accordance with Departmental Rules and Regulations, special 
regulations for persons under death sentence, and specific court order. Persons 
delivered to the execution site less than thirty-six (36) hours prior to the time of 
execution, (refer to Paragr~,ph 2.2), will be processed immediately and assigned to 
the Death Watch Cell. . 

2 
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Il. HOLDiNG AND PREPARATION FOR EXECUflON "- .~ 

5.0 PREPARATION FOR EXECUTlf:JN AND TI.\I£ OF EXECUTION 

The order of the court wi II speCify a time" ;pan for the execution. A specific date 
and time within the ~esignat~dpm~"sp"~~cwi!l be established and announced by the 
Commissioner to the iipprllpriate" pers6nnel on a need to know basis. The date and 
time for executionshOlJld'be finalized seven (7) days in advance. 

6.0 NOTifiCATION 

Upon receipt, the Warden or his designee shall read to the condemned inmatf! the 
Order of Execution issued by the court of convidion. The condemned will sign the 
Order acknowledging notification of the Order and the signature of the condemned 
will be witnessed by the slaff member and same will provide the condemned wilh a 
copy of the Order. If the ("ondemned refuses to acknowledge receipt of the Order 
of Execution, the Warden or designee shall read the Order of the Court and 
acknowledge receipt for the condemned, in writing, which shall be witnessed by a 
slaff member other than the Warden and attached to the Order. 

7.0 DEATH WATCH 

The condemned shall be moved to a designated cell, and observation shall begin 
thirtycsix (36) to twelve (12) hours but an optimal eighteen (18) hours prior to the 
scheduled execution. A minimum of two (2) officers shall he assigned to observe 
the condemned at all times during Death Watch. If the condemned is a female, 
security will be maintained by female security personnel. Duties shall be 
established by the Deputy Warden of Security and the Warden. No other 
corredional staff, or civilian personnel, except medical personnel, shall be allowed 
in the Death Watch area without approval of the Warden or designee. No 
inmates are allowed in the Death Watch area 

7.1 Special Escort Team and Other Staff Participants 

7.'.' The identity of all departmental staff performing offic~" duties 
relatE'd to the carrying out of an execution shall not be 
disclosed. 

3 
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7.2 Observation 

7.2.1 

7.2.2 

7.2.3 

7.2.4 

7.2.5 

7.2.6 

-- -..;. 

-Security of the Ixecution Chamber and the Execution Witness 
.Room is tbe responsibility of the Warden of the 
institution, or designee. Security briefings shall be held as 
a#l.,) ,.o~l'j~te:.<_}.):;·~: "" 

~ {. 
• ~.:"". -•• '1" -. .• ..' 

The officer in charge on each shift shall supervise the use of all 
items retained by the condemned and shall maintain a log of 
all activities of the condemned to include, but not limited to, 
the times of feeding, showering and all other occurrences. 

All meals for the condemned during the Death Watch shall be 
prepared/procured and delivered by the Food Service Director, 
or designee. The activity log sheet shall reflect all names of 
persons delivering meals, menu items served the condemned 
and whether they were consumed or returned, to include date 
and time. 

A communication check, by telephone/radio, shall be made 
every thirty (30) minutes, on a continuous basis, during this 
period by the Death Watch Officer to the institution's control 
center. This communication ched. shall be logged. 

The Warden will discuss with the Commissioner the 
possibility of requesting a disinterested person to visit the 
Death Watch area daily or as frequently as desired during the 
Death Watch period for the purpose of reassuring the 
Commissioner, the Warden, and the public that Rules and 
Regulations, procedures, and proper treatment are being 
observed. The disinterested observer will be briefed and/or 
provided c(" --0<; of pertinent regulations and procedures;"(for 
review or _ .:ior to such visit and will be requested to 
provide a,_ -;t1en report immediately for the Commissioner 
and Departmental records. 

Medical 

7.2.6.1 Sick call will be in accordance with institution 
Rules and Regu lations prior to the Death Waich 
period. During the Death Watch, sick call '" 
be in the Death Watch area. 
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7.2.6:2 • co', Request for medical attention by the 

~ .. condemned, in addition to sick call, will be 
provided in the Death Watch area unless 
determined inappropriate by the Medical 
Authority. A medical determination to examine 

, ,;:"', ':: ,:',: ':--;, or,treatthe condemned in other than the Death 
':"(',::,::: ' W.at'd:(a(e~ should be coordinated with the 

,;' .'. . Warden as soon as possible. 

8.0 PERSONAL PROPERTY OF THE CONDEMNED 

8.1 The condemned shall personally take inventory, pack and seal his personal 
property at the beginning of the Death Watch. 

8.2 The inventory process and sealing of personal property shall be performed 
under the supervision of an institutional officer and another staff person 
designated by the Warden. 

8.3 The condemned shall sign a completed inventory sheet which shall be 
witnessed by the officer and the other staff member. 

8.4 The condemned shall indicate, in writing, on the completed inventory sheet 
the recipient of all personal property. 

9.0 STATE ISSUE ITEMS 

9.1 The condemned shall be furnished with the following state-issued items 
while under Death Watch: 

- 1 Mattress 
- 1 Pillow 
- 1 Pillowcase 
- 2 Blankets (as ner ) 

- 2 Sheets 
- 2 Towels 
- 1 Comb (provided as needed) 
- 1 Bar of Soap 
- 1 Shirt or Jacket 
- 1 Pai r of Pants 
- 1 Pair of Boxer Shorts 
- 1 Pai r of Socks 
- 1 Pair of Shoes or Shower Shoes 

5 
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- 1 Religious Material. .., 
- 1 Toothbrush and Tube ofT oothpaste (provided as needed) 
- 1 Use of Electric Razor (Cordless) 

9.2 The condemned may "b~ provided the following upon request: 

-1 Television S~t:~:t~:{~~a;~ '6'~~ide the Cell 
-1 Radio tobeC~t~ted Ou~ide the Cell 
- Playing Cards 
- Stationery 
- Newspapers and Magazines (as approved by the Warden) 
- Items available in the Inmate Store at condemn's expense, excluding those 

items in metal, glass containers, or hard plastic. 
- Personalltems Approved by the Warden or Designee (limited to 

essential needs) 

9:3 Any variation from the above list shall be approved by the Warden or 
designee, in writing, and attached to the activity log. 

9.4 The condemned will not be provided with the following: 

- Razors or Blades (other than cordless electric) 
- Belts 
- T-Shirts 

9.5 Property issued to the condemned by the State shall be destroyed by 
burning following the execution. 

10.0 FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS 

--- .~ 

At the beginning of the Death Watch, if not previously done, the condemned shall 
specify, in writing, his or her request for funeral arrangements. This information 
shall be conveyed to the inmate's family or others as appropriate, by the Warden of 
the institution, or designee at least twelve (12) hours prior to the scheduled 
execution, (refer to Paragraph 16.3.26). 

11.0 DESIGNATION OF WITNESSES 

11.1 The following shall be present at each execution and shall be notified by the 
Warden in writing by narr.2 and acknowledged a minimum of twelve (12) 
hours in advance of f', = time and date of the execution. Notification shall 
include date and time of execution, and place to report for assignment. The 
Warden has the authority to waive the twelve (12) hour requirement on an 
emergency basis (refer to Sample Letters - see Annex V): 

6 
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11.2 The' following sh;ill;b:epr~sent 
i .. . - "." -: .. - .• 

11.2.1 

11.2.2 

11.2.3 

11.2.4 

11.2.5 

11.2.6 

11.2.7 

11.2.8 

11.2.9 

," \lVarden'~(the correctional facility or Deputy Warden thereof, 
, who shall ensure that the court ordered execution is carried 
'o~t.' ':'" .. , 

T~jjii~;:i~;;~;i~~'~o~e as directed by the Warden. 
"._:-:--,-:.1' : . • ~ . 

Two (2) staff physicians - (as designated by the Warden) to 
determine when death supervenes. 

One (1) contract physician - (as designated by Health Services) 
to provide medical assistance during the execution process. 

Intravenous (IV) Team, to consist of two (2) Emergency 
Medical Technicians to insert intravenous ports. 

Six (6) Correctional Officers to serve as a special escort team 
who will apply restraints to the condemned during the 
execution process. 

Three (3) volunteers, (staff members), to inject solutions into 
the intravenous ports during the execution process. 

One (1) Chaplain to administer to the spiritual needs of the 
'condemned and .to provide a prayer on the condemned's 
behalf upon request. 

Security personnel as appropriate. 

11.3 Records of notification and acknowledgment will be maintained by the 
Warden. A tentative list of the above person's names shall be maintaiYled 
and periodically updated by the Warden. 

11.4 Restrictions: 

No photographic, recording or computerized equipment will be permitted in 
the execution chamber or witness room except as specifically authorized by 
the Warden. All pencils, note pads, etc. will be issued and controlled by 
designated GDC staff. 

7 
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"" . . " .:;' 

12.0 WITNESSES THAT MAY aEPRESENT . ..,.".. . 
: .. ._" .. 

Witnesses to the exectrtion be~ond those specifically prescribed by law or 
elsewhere in this procedure must be apprQvedby the Commissioner prior to 
the day of the schedul.ed "€'xicUtion. 

12.1 Space Iimitatii~~~JJ i{~it{hi:~~~~r of witnesses to be present in 
the execUTion wifrit'~s room'. Witnesses will be selected as oUTlined 
below: 

12.1.1 

12.1.2 

Five (S)witnesses selected by the condemned. These 
witnt'sses may not consist of inmate or victim family 
members unless approved by the Commissioner of the 
Georgia Department of Corrections. 

Six (6) witnesses representing the news media 
organizations may be present during .. th"e executions. 
Media representatives shall be determined as follows: 

12.1.2.1 

12.1.2.2 

12.1.2.3 

12.1.2.4 

The Georgia Bureau Chief of the United Press 
International Wire Service may designate one 
news reporter to be its representative. 

The Georgia Bureau Chief of the Associated 
Press Wire Services may designate one news 
reporter to be its media representative. 

The Georgia Press Association, through its 
Executive Director, may designate two pool" 
newspaper reporters to be its media 
representatives. including one pool reporter from 
a newspaper published within the county _~n 
which the condemned was convict~d. -. 

The Georgia Association of Broadcasters, 
through its President, may designate two pool 
news reporters to be its representatives for the 
electronic media, including one television 
or radio reporter from the county in which the 
condemned was convicted. 

a 
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12.1.3 

' .. .....• 
12:1.~C5'~ ... " The names of the news reporters representing' <~ 
. . '. . the above mentioned classes or news media and 

.; 

. designated alternates, shall be communicated 
telephol1ically to the Commissioner of the 
Department of Corrections at least twenty-four 

.~;"':::~i: .::,'':.:. (2t1hQQlJrs, priorto an execution. 
--:;:-•. ;'.~.~ :-'.' ... ~ .• -:.~' .. :--.. ,.- ," ", . :". - ~ 

f:Z:l::2~'6 "A11 approved media witnesses will be certified in 
writing by the Commissioner to the Warden of 
the Georgia Diagnostic and Classification Prison. 

12.1.7..7 

12.1.2.8 

In the event thai more than one execution is 
carried out in a single day, the same media 
representatives shall be the witnesses for those 
executions. The newspaper and broadcast 
representatives from thecounty of conviction will 
change if the offenders to be executed are from 
different counties. 

Upon entering the Georgia Diagnostic. and 
Classification Prison, each media representative 
must present sufficient evidence to establish 
hislher identity to the Warden or designee that 
he/she is entitled access to the press conference 
interview. This shall include a current photo 
1.0. Pencils. pens, notebooks. etc., will not be 
allowed; these items will be provided by 
Department of Corrections slaff. 

Not 1,!Ss than five (5) witnesses approved in writing by the 
Comrnissioner of the Department of Corrections. 

12.1.3.1 
.::..: 

The Commissioner of the Department of 
Corrections may approve five (5) or more 
witnesses to be present in the execution witness 
room. These witnesses may include officials 
with the Executive, judicial or legislative Branch 
of Government, or private citizens. The 
Commissioner's Office shall maintain a tentative 
list of witnesses and keep the list updated. 

9 
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12.2 Restrictions 

11.1.1 

12.1.2 

12.1.~Lt:;;." The Commissioner may approve one execution " .. ;" 
witness representing the victim(s). Requests or . 

. . ' ·this nature will be received by the Commissioner 
no' later than twelve (12) business hours prior to 

.. ,. - the day·of the scheduled execution . 

. ;fz~r::}i:'::-;·:··AfUp~~~-~edwitnesses will be certified in 
'/'.:/; . ·writing by the Commissioner to the Warden of 

the Georgia Diagnostic and Classification Prison 
prior to the time of the scheduled execution, if 
possible. Prior to the time of the execution, the 
Warden shall confirm participation. 

No witnesses other than those authorized in paragraph 11.1, 
11.2, 12.0, and 12.1 will be permitted. 

Witm·sses will not be permitted to have photographic, 
recording or computerized equipment of any type in the 
execution witness room <refer to Paragraph 11.4). 

12.3 Witnesses: Request ofthe Condemned 

If the condemned person so desires, the following may be present at such 
execution: :,islher counsel. relatives, clergymen and friends, (OCGA 17-1 (). 
41), pursuant to approval as outlined in 12.1.1. 

The condemned periodically updates/confirms the names of those he/she 
desires to be present at the execution with the Warden or Commissioner'S 
approval. These names shall be recorded in writing. witnessed and 
maintained by the Warden or designee. The Warden will send letters to 
these witnesses (refl!r to Sample Letters - Annex V). -

12.3.1 Not Idter than twelve (12) hours prior to ti,. ;iexecution 
those witnesses requested by the condemned shall be 
cont,1(1ed by the Warden or designee in the most 
expeditious and appropriate method of communication to 
confirm the request and advise them of the time and date of 
the execution, assembly, orientation and escort procedures to 
the execution witness room. A record shall be made of these 
contllcts, Le., copy of telegram or certified transcript of 
telephone conversation, letters, personal contacts, etc. 
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12.4 Witnesses - Other 

12.4.1 

12.4.2 

12.4.3 

< • 

niose witnesses to the execution required by law shall be 
under the supervision of the Warden of the institution or 
d~signei{ and shall appear at the institution at a time and place 
~(jif.e<¥d·13'{ t.n.f Warden. 

-.?;.~.,;- ,- .-.' -:: .• ; ..• \ ••... : . . - " , 
.. Tho'S({witnesses' requested by the condemned shall appear at 

the institution no later than two (2) hours prior to the execution 
for orientation and escorted to the execution witness room 
(refer to Paragraph 12.2). 

Those witnesses to the execution who are approved by the 
Commissioner of the Georgia Department of Corrections shall 
appear at the institution no later than two (2) hours priono the 
execution for orientation and escorted to the execution witness 
room (refer to Annex V - Sample Letters and Paragraph 
16.3.6). 

13.0 MEDIA INFORMATION AND PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICE 

13.1 If the condemned expresses his/her willingness, .all interviews with the news 
media will be conducted on one occasion, at a time and place designated by 
the VVarden. Media representatives will consist of reporters speCified in 
paragraphs 12.1.2.1, 12.1.2.2,12.1.2.3 and 12.1.2.4 of this procedure. All 
interviews will require prior approval from the Commissioner. 

13.2 News media representatives shall not be allowed to visit any inmate at the 
institution during the Death Watch. 

13.3 Briefings for news media representatives shall be conducted as appropriate 
during the Death Watch and immediately after the execut 'ln by the Director 
of Public Information at a time and place designated b· Varden of the 
institution. 

1·~.4 Broadcast reporters will be allowed to broadcast live from a pre-designated 
area on the grounds of the institution during the hours designated by the 
Warden on the day of the execution. A delay in the execution may require 
that these hours be adjusted accordingly. 
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' .. .... 

14.0 VISlTATION BY FA.'V'Ilty, . '- .... 
. J .. 

The condemned shall be allowed c"entact visits daily with family, friends and private 
clergy as approved by the W.~rc.len. 

14.0.1 

14.0.2 

14.0.4 

14.0.5 

14.0.6 

The CO!laeJjin·~s·:V1siJ9.rs.:>:yiJI·park in the designated parking lot. In 
the eventt~~.lYisitor{ ~ie' transported by persons not desiring to visit, 
such'perSons !nay wait in the institutional parking lot. 

A staff person (chaplain) will be assigned to the condemned's family. 
During the Death Watch, the chaplain should be available to the 
family. . 

If possible, all visitors should be processed into the institution at one 
time and placed in the room provided. A maximum of 
five (5) visitors at a time shall be allowed in the institution at one 
time. 

One Executive staff member shall be assigned the responsibility of 
visitatio[l. He/she is to ensure that staff respond in an appropriate 
manner. 

The condemned may eat an institutional meal while in the visiting 
room with his visitors. Visitors may purchase an institutional meal 
which may be consumed in the visitation area in the presence 
of the condemned .. 

All family visitors to the condemned will abide by the institutional 
dress code and will depart from the institution immediately after 
visitation unless delayed by inclement weather. Visitors to the 
condemned shall not bring in any food or other items. 

14.1 VISITATION 13' .;ERS 

14.1.1 

14.1.2 

A Chaplain, designated by the Warden, as well as an administrative 
staff member approved by the Warden shall be assigned the 
responsibility of visiting the condemned on a daily basis. 

-
Attorney(s) shall be allowed to visit the condemned upon approval of 
the Warden or designee. 

12 
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-.. ", .:;' 

14.2 VICTIM'S fAMILY/RHAttVE~: .. 
:; . ~:: 

A staff member will be·desig~ated io care fmany of the victim's family who remain 
within the institution during the execution. A room shall be designated for this 
purpose. . ... ;. . . 

15.0 TELEPHONE .. ( •.. -....,.:. . . .. .. 

Telephone access shall be provided to the condemned, with the following 
limitations: 

15.1 Telephone calls shall be in accordance to institutional rules and regulations 
prior to Death Watch. 

15.2 At least one (1) fifteen (15) minute call per day during Death Watch, unless 
otherwise approved by the Warden; a phone will be provided to the 
condemned, unless otherwise restricted by the Warden. 

15.3 All telephone calls shall be made collect, unless the Warden makes 
exceptions. 

15.4 All telephone calls are to be made between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 
p.m. unless otherwise approved by the Warden. 

15.5 Incoming calls for the condemned will be referred to the Warden or 
designee for screening and approval. Such calls will be denied unless the 
purpose involves family and/or legal matters requiring the condemned's 
involvement. 

III. DAY OF EXECUTION 

16.0 DAY OF ""KUTION 

16.1 . ce (3) Hours Prior to Execution 

16.1.1 

16.1.2 

The IV Team will perform a check of all necessary equipment 
and instruments. A self-test or diagnostic check will be 
conducted on the heart monitor. 

A communications check will be perforr.:ed. 

13 
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'" 

1'6'.1 ;2':1", "Telephone - Telephone circuits and priVdte ,'- -,~ 
, ",:", - lines between the Commissioner's Office (CP1), 

Warden's Office (CP2), and Execution Chamber 
(CP3) will be checked . 

. .... :;. ~ 

'16,1.2.:?- ' . Fax tv\athJne -A test message to Central 
;:'C;,,~--:': -:' '·"':Offit~_ieqi.Jesting acknowledgment will be sent. 

.;.. . . ~ -;. 

16.1.2.3 

16.1.2:4 

. . ~.-
Radio - A radio check between the 
Execution Chamber and Warden's Office and 
between Central Office and Warden's Office will 
be initiated. 

Execution Chamber and Execution Witness 
Room will be inspected as directed by Warden. 

16.2 Two {2l Hours Prior to Execution 

16.2.1 

16.2.2 

16.2.3 

16.2.4 

16.2.5 

The IV Team will perform a check of all necessary equipment 
and instruments. A self-test or diagnostic check will be 
conducted on the heart monitor. 

The designated staff member will prepare the lethal injection 
solution and deliver it to the execution chamber. ' 

Communications Check - The same procedure will be 
followed as at three (3) hours prior to the execution. 

Execution Chamber and Execution Witness Room - These 
areas will be inspected as directed by Warden. 

,The condemned will be prepared in accordance with poor 
responsibilities previously designated by Warden: 

16.2.5.1 

16.2.5.2 

16.2.5.3 

The condemned may visit with clergyman. 

An opportunity for the condemned to make 
last statement will be provided. (Statement shall 
be recorded by the Recorder designated by the 
Warden.) 

A shower and clear. clothing will be provided to 
the condemned. 

14 
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• 

16.2.6 Aaesigo"ated staff member shall confirm the presence of .--"~ 

16.2.7 

witnessesJequired by law to attend the execution. Any final 
'Iilstructici~s shall be issued by the Warden • 
. . -- . . 

"" .A designated staff member shall confirm the presence of the 
" w.itngsses designated a!}d approved by the Commissioner. 

" 'lpstru¢lons"wll'Qe:is!iued to the witnesses to assure an 
ilddwstanding'of ti;"ekcbnduct in the Execution Witness Room 
a~d' while being escorted to and from the Execution Witness 
Room. All witnesses are to have previously acknowledged, in 
writing, their understanding and agreement to abide by the 
rules, regulations and procedures of the Agency (refer to 
Annex V, Example 3). 

16.3 One Hour Prior to Execution 

One hour prior to the time of execution, designated members (2) of the 
special escort team will commence the following: 

16.3.1 

16.3.2 , 

16.3.3 

16.3.4 

16.3.5 

The IV Team will perform a check of all necessary equipment 
and instruments. A self-test or diagnostic check will be 
conducted on the heart monitor. 

Special Escort Team members will ensure all straps are in 
place and functional on the execution gumey. 

Communications Check: The same procedures will be 
performed as at three (3) hours prior to the execution as 
specified in paragraph 16.1.2.1. The telephone lines between 
the Commissioner's Office (CP1), the Warden's Office (CP2) 
and the Execution Chamber (CP3) are to remain open thirty 
(30) minutes prior to execution time. 

Execution Chamber and Execution Witness Room will 
be inspected as directed by Warden. 

Assistants and those required by law to attend executions are 
to be issued additional instructions and escorted to the 
Execution Chamber and Execution Witness Room as 
appropriate. The condemned's witnesses, media 
representatives and the State's witnesses shall be processed, 
instructed and transported separately as referenced in this 
section. 
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16.3.6 

16.3.7 

16.3.8 

16.3.9 

16.3.10 
-.-. 

16.3.11 

16.3.13 

The:,pres~nce of witnesses requested by the 
, condi;mil)i:d, those 'approved by the Commissioner, and 
,.approved media representatives will be confirmed. 

, , Instmctions to the witnesses and media representatives will be 
, issuPCI, in writing; r(l,assure that an understanding 01 their 
,:cor"!dl!;ct.al1d bE:n;avior,during escoTtto and from the Execution' 
'"Wrtness·Roori(·Alr~itj,esses are to acknowledge, in writing, 
't~ei( understanding and agreement to abide by the rules, 
regulations and procedures of the Agency (refer to Annex Yl. 

The witnesses will be searched, issued additional instructions 
and IlScorted to the Execution Witness Room. At least one of 
the correctional officers present shall be a female. Curtains are 
clospd; microphone turned off. 

The condemned is escorted to the lethal injection gumey by' 
member(s) of the Special EscoTt Team. ten (10) minutes prior to 
the time of the execution. 

Members of the Special Escort Team are stationed at the 
gurney and will place the body strap in place Immediately. 

The Special Escort Team will attach restraints to arms, legs and 
body of the condemned. 

The IV team will place intravenous ports into the veins of both 
arms of the condemned. The heart monitor leads will be 
applied to the condemned. If the veins are SUdl that an IV 
cannot be started. a contract physician will perform the 
cutdown procedure to establish an Intravenous port. 

, Witness Room curtains will be opened by a designated staff 
member and the microphone turned on. The Warden will 
introduce himselfto witnesses and issue final instructions 
regarding the execution. 

The Warden or designee will ask the condemned if he has 
anything to add to the final statement. Such statements will be 
limitc:d to two (2) minutes. (Statement shall be recorded by the 
Warden or des ignee.) A prayer is offered if condemned 
requ1!sts. which is limited to two (2) minutes. 
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16.3.14 

16.3.15 

16.3.16 

16.3.17 

16.3.18 

16.3.19 

16.3.20 

16.3.21 

16.3.22 

. -

The- co~demiied is read essential Order of the Court; the 
,microphone is turned_ off. 

-'--Ail unnec~ss~ry staff shall clear the execution chamber. 
. . .~: ~ 

_ Ej(.ePJtiql1officials _t~k~ their place behind the partition. 
:~"~~~: .• ,: .. ~:--:.:~:"-"~::":~~~'::':'/::~'::"'.: -

.- Fina!:.f::Qmmunkation is made to Central Office Command 
Post. (CP #1) 

The execution is carried out. 

16.3.18.1 

16.3.18.2 

Three (3) designated staff members inject lethal 
solution into intravenous tubing leading to ports 
in the condemned's arm. 

After ten (10) minutes have elapsed, or the heart 
monitor shows a "flat line' display, the 
condemned will be checked by two (2) 
physicians to determine ifdeatll has supervened. 

If condemned shows residual life signs, repeat 16.3.18.1 and 
16.3.18.2. 

Microphone is tumed on; the fact of death is then announced 
to the witnesses by the Warder. or designee; the microphone is 
turned off. The curtains to the Execution Chamber are then -
closed. 

The witnesses and media representatives are escorted from the 
Execution Witness Room. Media representatives will be 
immediately escorted from the prison to the press area. -

The IV's are removed, the body is unstraped and removed 
from the gurney. Photographs will be taken of the body by the 
State Crime Lab for evidence purposes. The body is placed in 
a body bag and placed on a stretcher provided by the State 
Crime Lab. The body is taken by van to the State Crime Lab 
for a postmortem examination. 

17 
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16.3.23 

16.3.24 

16.3.25 

16.3.26 

16.3.27 

Pniss'feiease:The Public Affairs Officer for the Department o{ .,-:~ 
;CI;;rreCtioi:J5:will advise news media that Order of the Court has 

, been carried oqt. 

" The Wa',den or designee and attending physicians 
prepar(<;ef.lific,,:te (J~ ex~aition and certify tJ:!e fact of 
~ojlfort The.Fe~i~tat~ is to be forwarded to the Clerk of 

.. SupefiQr Court 0f the cOlInty in which sentence was 
pronounced. A copy is forwarded to the Commissioner. 

The last statement of the condemned is forwarded to the 
Central Office, as appropriate. 

Interment: The body may be released to the relatives at their 
expense or should the nearest relative of the condemned so 
desire, the body will be carried to the former home of the 
person 'so executed, if in the State of Georgia The expense of 
such transportation to the former home shall be paid by the 
Ordinary, County Commissioners, or person(s) having the 
charge of county funds in which the person was convicted. 
(OCGA 17-1 D-43). 

16.3.26.1 If the relatives do not claim the body of the 
executed person, interment will be in 
accordance with GDC Rule 125-2-4.20. 

Staff participants will be seen by the Critical 
Incident Debriefing Team within 'seventy-two 
(72) hours of each execution or as soon as 
possible. 
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--. 
---'ANNEXI 

ADM1NlsTRATri/E PROCESSING Of UDS CASES 

. -;; ~ 

1. Fundamental Requirefl1en.~;tqA~cept l!DS' Cas-es 

1.1 As in ali cases,':~~:dlg~;~~~'~i::t:~ections must receive a copy of the 
indictment, 'a copy of the Sentence, and Affidavit of Custodian, and a 
Personal History Statement. 

1.2 When the U.S. Supreme Court overtums a death sentence the Department 
should immediately seek counsel and advice from the Attorney's General's 
Office prior to taking any further action._ 

2. Processing the New UDS Cases 

2.1 When the ReceptionlRelease Section receives papers on a death case, those 
papers are brought to the UDS Administrator. If the papers are not proper 
and GDC is unable to accept the inmate, the papers will be returned to the 
Clerk of the Sentencing Court with an explanatory letter. If the papers are 
proper, a telephone cali will be made to the Warden or 1.0. Room at the 
Georgia Diagnostic and Classification Prison or Metro State Prison (if the 
cond.emned is female) to establish a date and time for acceptance of the 
inmate. 

2.2 An assignment order is issued to Reception/Release Section. The assignment 
order will show: maximum security, sheriff to deliver, date of delivery, and 
place-of delivery. At least one copy of the assignment order will be mailed 
to the Sheriff so that he will have the authority to deliver the inmate to the 
Georgia Diagnostic and Classification Prison or Metro State Prison as 
directed on the order. 

2.3 Pertinent data on the case will be listed ir ;fficial • death log". 

2.4 Place signiiicant data on the 'working" list of UDS cases. 

2.5 Place name, county of conviction and date to be executed on the 'imminent 
execution" board if case has an active execution date. 

2.6 Mail a form letter with copy of the indictment and sentence to: Governor's 
Office, Executive Counsel; Attorney General's Office; Parole Board; -
Information Services (form letter only); Warden; _File (Reception/Release). 
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3. 

2.7 .-- . .;i, The ReceptionIRe!ti"ase Section prepares all the reg!Jlar admission 
documents, has setlt~n<:edata recorded In the computer, and sends all 
documents to the Records Office.·The Records Office establishes a file, and 
this file is ~etur~ed to the UDSAdministrator who keeps all files on death 
cases. . ::;:. -

Other Processing ,;.: ...•...... _ .•. " .. :.: .. ~ ... : .. :: ... :.-~ .. ' :.,.' ,-,:- 0:- . 
.. . :'.~.~: .. i· .• ~-..: ~. !. 

3.1 Those cases wlii~il' ~re not 'automatic appeal and have an adive execution 
date are listed on the "imminent" board showing name, county of 
conviction, and date to be executed. The UDS Administrator keeps abreast 
of this board and when a case gets within five (5) days of the scheduled 
execution date he will determine status of any appeal process or the 
necessity to go ahead with operation procedures for carrying out the death 
sentence. He will confer with the Attorney General's Office, the Parole . 
Board, and the Warden of the Georgia Diagnostic and Classification Prison 
or Metro State Prison daily to determine the Status of each ca~e within the 
five (5) day time schedule and document any additional information. 
Whenever the ubs Administrator is away from his ofrice for one or more 
days, he will appoint an interim UDS Administrator. A special 'UDS' five 
(5) day schedule log will be maintained and kept up-to-date, (see attached). 
A copy of this log is provided to the Director, Facilities Division. each day. 
A separate log is kf'pt on each case and is filed in the appropriate U OS file 
upon the granting of a stay. 

3.2 A stay of execution at this time can be received in several w~ys. 

3.2.1 A copy of a court order can be received or a message can be received 
by phone. 

3.2.2. Phone messages could be received from: 

3.2.2.1 
3.2.2.2 
3.2.2.3 
3.2.2.4 
3.2.2.5 

the inmate's attorney; 
from the Clerk of Court; 
from the Parole Board; 
from the Warden; and 
and from the Attorney General's Office. 

3.3 Notification of Stays which are received by telephone must be verified 
immediately for authenticity with the Attorney General's Office. The 
appropriate institution, as well as the State Board of Pardons and Paroles 
should be notified by telephone and lor fax mac:line upon verification of this 
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information. All coi.]"cicts. referenced in items 2 and 3 are documented on the'-'~ 
• 5-day' Log.,'- ; ':<" " 

'. 
4. Other Documents That May 'Be Received 

. . -:.: . 

4.1 Various length~:()f ~t~y·of.!=xeC!ltiQn.Issued by the courts. Any court order or 
other action wfiidi'.i:lelays· ai(~ei:utiOlj beyond the scheduled execution 
prohibits furtherirdion until"a'new e~ecution date is established by the 
sentencing court and valid documents are received. 

4.2 An order may be received confirming the conviction but overturning the 
sentence, In such a case the District Attorney in the county of conviction 
would be responsible to have the inmate returned to the county to be re
sentenced. (If GDC alreac!y has a valid concurrent sentence which the 
inmate is serving, the Department of Corrections may retain custody.ofthe 
irimate for service on the concurrent sentence). 

4.3 An order may be received which overturns the conviction. In this case, the 
inmate does not have a sentence, and is not convicted and, again, the 
District Attorney of the sentencing court is responsible to return this person 
to the county. As above, if the inmate has a concurrent sentence, we may 
retain custody of the person for service of the concurrent sentence. 

4.4 Should all appeals fail, or not be applied for, the inmate or his attorney could 
apply to the State Board of Pardons and Paroles for a Stay to take up the 
question of commutation of the death sentence. This request for a Stay will 
probably be made at the "eleventh hour". It will be necessary to maintain 
close communication with the Parole Board during such period. 

4.5 The Parole Board may commute the sentence to life or other sentences or 
decline to grant a commutation, thus upholding the sentence of execution. 

:·.6 A court order establishing a new execution date may be received after 
receipt of the Parole Board decision (except Parole Board commutation). At 
that time the inmate's name and execution date would be placed on the 
'imminent execution' board as indicated in paragraph II, #5. The case then 
would be followed through again until another Stay is granted or an 
execution takes place. 

4.7 Upon receipt of each of the documents mentioned in this section, a copy of 
that document will be mailed, with a form letter, to each of the offices listed 
in paragraph II, #6. 
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5. 

• 

Metro State Prison 
.-.. :;--
.' - ~ •• 0'." 
_ . 

. '-.-~~::.' 

Women under death-se-ntencei0h~ are confined at Metro State Prison will be 
transferred to the execution site in acCordance to Section I, 2.5 of the 'Execution 
Procedures". The two (2J -dayprocedure will commence as described in Section III 
of this document andjhe:i~~erto,_tIle:~xecl!tion site will occur two (2) days prior 
to the scheduled execi:i~~~:1ate. - ~;::: l".:-_: _ !_ 
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. . ANNEX Il -:.-

". -:.,,--;\ .-

, TASK DESCRIPTIONS OF STAfF 

.;. 

PHYSICIAN 1 .. ..... ,. . .'., 
Examines condemned:t¢'de:ter~f~ez1liah~~ Qrder of the Court has been carried out. 

'. . : . . "... -
. . .;_:--,'.7" ; •• ,' 

. PHYSICIAN 2 
Administers treatment to participants if the need arises. 
Confirms findings of Physician 1. 
Accompanies Physician 1 to the record office for completion of death certificate. 

PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT 
Administers treatment to witnesses and staff if the need arises. 

MINISTER/CHAPLAIN/MEMBER OFClERGY 
Maintains frequent contact with condemned during Death Watch period and up 
until condemned is removed from cell to Execution Chamber. 
Assist family, friends and others as indicated. 
Provides prayer in Execution Chamber if desired by condemned. 

RECORDER (Appointed by Warden) 
Performs check of all recording equipment before the arrival of the condemned in 
execution chamber. 
Asks the condemned if he/she wishes to make a last statement. If so, records same 
and transmits to the Warden's Office as soon as completed. 
Records two (2) minute addition made by the condemned to hislher last statement 
just before the execution, if applicable. 

DEATH WATCH OFFICERS 
Assume duties at Death Watch prior to execution time. Maintain strict observation Of the 
condemned for self-inflicted injury. Report any unusual observations to the Supervisor in 
accordance with POST orders. 

RECORQS OFFICER 
Prepare death certificate with all pertinent data. Notify family of the deceased that the 
order has been carried out and to determine disposition of the remains. Notify clerk of 
court. Prepare and file last statement. 

FOOD SERVICE DIRECTOR OR DESIGNEE 
Frepareslprocures and delivers all meals to the condemned during Death Watch. 
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CHIEF OF SECURITY (CORRECTIONAL MAJOR) <~ 
Schedules Death Watchpersoririek . . . 
CoordinatEs with FoodService:DirEctor, or dEsignee, for the condemn's choice 
of last meal. 
Assigns specific staff to specific fllnctions to'prepare condemned for execution, such 
as: shower, clothing, etc.; .. ;, " _ . . _ . 
Assures that adequate'p,~6'nen5,av3i:I~l:iliito es'cort condemned to the execution 
chamber. . " 'i:':"'" '; : ":':' " : ; 
Provides for escort of witnesses to execution witness room. 
Serves as back-up to staff member designated to obtain, mix and deliver the lethal 
injection drugs to the execution chamber. 

DEPUTY WARDEN OF SECURITY 
Through his commissioned officers: 

Assures that remaining part of institution is secure from possible adverse action. 
Assures that only authorized persons enter guard line area. 
Prepares for crowd control. 
Assures that communication system is established and maintained. 
Obtains, mixes and delivers the lethal injection drugs to the execution chamber. 
Ensures that the execution is carried out in accordance with the laws of the State of 
Georgia. 

DEPUTY WARDEN OF CARE AND TREATMENT 
Assures that physicians, chaplains and records ofiicer personnel are briefed on their 
duties. 
Supervises Command Post #2. 
Ensures that the victim's family, if present, are properly supervised. 

WARDEN 
Briefs all personnel assigned tasks during the execution. 
Telephones Commissioner regarding any change in status. 
Ensures that the execution is carried out in accordance with the laws of the State of 
Georgia. 
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',. ..... .; 
ANNEX 1Il ,'. 

" :~,~.;: .. : ~ 
.. ' , 

IV TEMI "DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS 

SET UP PROCEDURE: 
. :~~-;:...:::: ~~ .. ~- ~~::.-->. -~~:: ':~: /:~-::. . 

1. The Warden or des!gn~~wiU have ~~'inU-;;v~~ous infusion device placed in each 
arm of the condemned and a saline solution available for an infusion medium. 
Those persons engaged in this activity will be referred to as the IV Team. 

2. An IV administration set (Travenol12COO05 or equivalent) shall be inserted into 
the outlet of the bag of Normal Saline IV solution. Two (2) IV bags will be set up 
in this manner. 

3. The administration set tubing for both set·ups will be connected to the receiving 
port of the three-way control devices; one for the left arm. the other for the right 
arm. 

4. IV extension tubing (Travenol #2C0066 or equivalent) will be connected to the 
discharge ports on the rightlleft three-way control device and shall be thereafter 
be connected to the applicable rightlleft angiocathfcathlon. Extension tubing will 
be of sufficient length to accommodate distance from the control device to the IV 
insertion site. 

5. The tubing shall be cleared of air and made ready for use. 

6. Angiocath!cathlon devices shall be initiated through standard procedure for such 
devices. Once infusion of IV solution has been assured. the IV devices shall be 
secured to the rightlleft arm as necessary. 

7. At this point. the administration sets shall be running at a slow rate of flow (K'<tO). 
and ready for the insertion of syringes containing the lethal agents. The Warden 
or his designee. shall maintain observation of both set-ups to ensure that the 
rate of flow is uninterrupted. NO FURTHER ACTION shall be taken until the 
pr~arranged signal to start the injection of lethal agents is given by the Warden 
or designee. 
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~ ". < ...... '.' . ANNEX IV 
" .. : .. :...;:: , 

fNH~ctlbN TEAM. DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS . . . . 

. '~'. -

--,.. ~ 

INJECTION PROCEDURE: : .. 
<~,;~ i::: }~. ~:':"-:~::'J.~:~ /;~: :::'. . 

1. The three-way contrcif'~vice facillfutes the movement of infusion fluid from the 
saline bag and a/fowS'for the Interdiction of lethal agents. A valve serves to direct 
which fluid source is entering the IV set-up. 

2. When the signal to commence.is given by the Warden: 

2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

2.4 

2.5 

2.6 

2.7 

Syringe #1 (Sodium Pentothal) shall be inserted into the designated receiving 
port of the three-way control device. 

The flow of saline solution will be interrupted by moving the three-way valve 
assembly to the saline solution receiving port. 

The contents of Syringe #1 shall commence with a steady even flow of the 
lethal agent. Only a minimUm of force will be applied to the syringe 
plunger. 

When the contents of Syringe #1 has been injected, the three-way valve 
assembly will be moved so as to effect the retum of saline infusion. 

Syringe #1 will be replaced by Syringe #2 (Pavulon) and the procedure 
described in 2.1 through 2.4 will be repeated. 

Syringe #2 will be replaced by Syringe #3 (PotassIum Chloride) and the 
procedure describE'd in 2.1 through 2.4 will be repeated. 

This procedure shall continue until all three syringes have been used or until 
the contract physician advises the' -len or designee to cease due to the 
absence of life signs. 
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ANNEX V 
~. :."; ~'. 

SA.'yIPlE LETTERS 

EXAMPLE 1 

Letter to Witnesses Required liy~,~~~&r~ tiW.(S6i. r::'0'g";;ph 11.0). 
Deliver to addressee - by hand (dulllip\te). .: ':':. ". '--,.. . .. . . 

In Accordance with Georgia Law, the execution of has been set for 
(time and date). Your duties as require that your presence at this 
execution take priority over al/ other matters at the specified time. You should report to the 
Warden's Office at on (date of execution) unless otherwise instructed by me. 

Please complete the acknowledgment below and deliver the original to my office. 

Sincerely, 

Warden 

Warden 
Georgia Diagnostic and Classification Prison 
Jackson, Georgia 30233 

Dear Sir: 

I acknowledge receipt of the notification of Execution Date at (time) 
(date) , and will be present in the Warden's Office at 

~-- .-~ 

(time) on the date of the execution or as otherwise instructed by you to perform my 
assigned duties. I hereby declare that I will not hold the State responsible for any physical ~ 
emotional duress which may occur as a result of observing the execution. 

Distribution: 
Original: 
Copy: 
Copy: 

Warden 
Addressee 
File 

Signature 
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EXAMPLE 2 

, 
Certified Mail 
Return Receipt Requested·· 

(Personal Address) 

The execution of 
(time), 

.' ... ;-

Diagnostic and Classification Prison, Jackso'), Georgia 

(name) has been scheduled for 
(date) at the Georgia 

In the event the execution is carried out, (name) has 
requested that you be present at this scheduled execution. In accordance with Georgia 
law, this wish is conveyed to you;·however, it should be pointed out that your attendance 
is in no w<!,y compelled and is totally voluntary. 

Should it be your desire to be present at this scheduled execution, you must sign and 
return the enclosed acknowledgment to the Warden's Office at Georgia Diagnostic and 
Classification Prison prior to the specified execution time. Acknowledgment by telephone 
to my office will be acceptable (telephone 770-504-2011) provided the signed 
acknowledgment is presented upon arrival at my office. If you desire to attend, you will be 
contacted by telephone telling you when to present yourself to the Warden of the Georgia 
Diagnostic and Classification Prison at a stated time of the stated date. Please note the 
conditions and stipulations upon your attendance, contained in the acknowledgment, to 
which you will be held should you attend this execution. 

Sincerely, 

Warden 

. 
Enclosure 
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EXAMPLE 3 
." .. ~; '. 

. '." .-
.:-- .--~ 

.. 

Warden 
Georgia Diagnostic and Classification Prison 
Jackson, Georgia 30233 

. . ~.-

Dear Sir: 

This will acknowledge receipt of notification of the request of 
(name) for my presence at hislher scheduled execution. I further understand that my 
attendance is voluntary and of my own free will. I further agree to abide by all standards 
and procedures specified by the Warden prior to the time of the scheduled execution. I 
understand that no photographic or recording equipment is allowed in the execution 
witness room and agree to submit to whatever searches may be deemed appropriate by the 
Warden-of the Georgia Diagnostic and Classification Prison. I fully ·understand that should 
my presence or my behavior constitute a disturbance or disruption to the proceedings that I 
may be denied access to the execution or may be ejected from same. I further 
acknowledge that I may be denied access to the execution or may be ejected from same if, 
in the judgement of the Warden of the Georgia Diagnostic and Classification Prison, 
conditions dangerous to the security of the Georgia Diagnostic and Classification Prison 
arise due to the conduct of actions of others_ Furthermore, I hereby declare that I shall not 
hold the State responsible for any physical or emotional duress which may occur as the 
result of observing the execution. 

Signature 

) 
;elephone Number Where You May Be Contacted 
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· ...... : ANNEX VI 
. -::. 

CROWD CONTROL ON EXECUTION DAY 

1.. All visitors to the Georgia Diagnostic and C1a?sification Prison on Execution Day 
shall be requested to 5f?-~i(the piJrp~sfo(t!1ei~ visit upon entering the reservation 
and to fumish appropriqt~ ... id.entification prior io being allowed to enter. 

2. Visitors to the Institutional Reservation shall be directed to one of the following 
areas and given the appropriate colored arm bands: 

2.1 Those Opposing The Death Penalty (Green Arm Band) 
2.2 Those Supporting Death Penalty (Blue Arm Band) 

3. Media representatives shall be directed to a specified area and given a yellow arm 
band. 

4. Regular inmate visitation will be canceled. 

5. Departmental visitors shall be limited to staff that have an official execution 
function that specifically requires them to be present at the institution. 
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-. ::;<",-: ANNEX VB 
" ~~-~(~.# . 

CENTRALOFFICE ~si:cuRrTY FOR SPECIAL EVENTS 

When notified of a special even.twqidJ __ couI9Ifl<ld:to a disruption of normal office 
routines, the following shall a-~~r:-::t!ie gQ~[i&:-(o.:~n~ure that the orderly conduct of 
business be maintained-~- ._ <-.:.-,.-; .. -. : - . ;. 

1.0 Three or more days prior to a scheduled event: 

, 

1.1 Notify the following offices of the anticipated event and advise them of the 
possibility of disruptions at the Central Oftlce: 

1.1.1. Office of the Commissioner 
1.1.2 Division DIrectors 

~ Facilities 
- Probation 

1.1.3 Board of Pardons and Paroles - Executive Officer 
1.1.4 Atlanta Police Bureau 
1.1.S Georgia State Patrol 
1.1.6 Georgia Building Authority 

1.2 Ensure that needed Intemallnvestigations are appropriately scheduled. 

1.3 Arrange for all-night security for night prior to event, if indicated. 

1.4 Notify tlie Communications Center and arrange for communication back-up 
after normal work hours. 

1.5 Review" Actions to be Considered", evaluate and prepare for response to 
those deemed appropriate. .~-

2.0 One day prior to scheduled ~vent: 

2,1 Provide agencies with up-to-date information and confirm the anticipated 
responses of each. 

2.2 Survey Central Oftlce for security deficiencies and take necessary actions to 
resolve each. 

2.3 Arrange 'break-room" facilities if stand-by personnel are to be utilized. 
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· -

2.4 Assign night-Iongse~ur{ty to prevent or immediately detect 
intrusionlsabqtage. a'ctsqi'attempts, if indicated_ 

3.0 Day of Special Event: 

3.1 Personnel assigrJ~(Uqr'se~urity purpOses report to designated location for 
briefing by desitJq.a{ea:dffice(iiJ,~~arge and assignment of Post Orders. - :.. . ,.: ~ : -__ .~.;r.~,': 

3.2 Officer in Charge shall brief support personnel (i.e., receptionists, 
Commissioners Secretary, Division Directors) of special arrangements 
and specific procedures for obtaining security assistance if needed. 

3.3 Day After Special Event: 

3.3.1 Review the overall responses and prepare written critique for future 
considerations. . 

3.3.2 Write letters of appreciation to all agencies who provided support. 

4.0 Additional Measures for Consideration: 

4.1 Will visitors need screening on all floors at the Central Office? If so, alert 
receptionist (via Office of Board/Special Events) and make arrangements for 
coverage on all floors. Will eighth floor receptionist be sufficient for 
coverage on that floor? Arrangements must be make with the Georgia 
Building Authority conceming scre2ning on the Plaza and other levels. 

4.2 Will additional security personnel be needed to maintain an orderly conduct 
for business? Georgia Building Authority has authority within the James 
Floyd Veterans Memorial Building and security arrangements with all other 
Agencies should be coordinated with the Georgia Building Authority. 

4.3 Will all-night security be needed the night prior to the Special Event? If so, 
coordinate through the Georgia Building Authority. Internal Investigations or 
related staff may be required to perform this function on floors occupied by . 
the Department of Corrections. 

4.4 Are Division Directors and the Board of Pardons and Paroles sufficiently 
aware of the potentials and the need for each area to be secure? If 
not, provide necessary security briefings. 
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4.5 Will there be a potefitiill hostage situation involving staff, GEorgia --",~ 
Department of Coriectionsofficials and/or families? 

. Consider: ", ", . . 
,~ .. ~ ..... 

4.5.1 Security ofhol)l6s and family; 

, 4.5.2secuii~:p.e~,$n~'eifron;: 6.~~rgia State Patrol, Georgia Bureau of 
Investiga~J}i;or Internal Affairi provide immediate escort and 
protti!ctio'n fot certain persons; or 

4.5.3 Provide a combination of the above. Georgia State Patrol to provide 
physical protection for the Commissioner or others as needed. 

4.6 Will additional communications equipment be needed (Le., walkie-talkies)? 
If so, coordinate with the Facilities Division to obtain necessary 
equipment. 

4.7 Have Central Office personnel who have police/security training and 
authority through the Georgia Department of Corrections been identified 
and briefed in event their assistance is needed? 

4.8 Has the role of the Board of Pardons and Paroles staff, especially those with 
police/security training and authority been considered and discussed with 
the Executive Officer of the Parole Board? 

4.9 Are Post Orders up-t<Hlate and sufficient for the anticipated needs? 

4.10 Dependent upon severity of anticipated event, is there a listing of all non
Georgia Department of Corrections employees on'floors shared with other 
agencies? 

4.11 Consider degree of telephone security needed and whether trunk lines' 
servicing entire building need protection? (See G.B.A.) 

4.12 Consider access to be granted or denied the cleaning staff the night pri, , a 
special event. (Coordinate with G.B.A.) 

4.13 Consider traffic blockages, access to building and emergency transportation. 

4.14 Consider back-up communications: telephone, teletype, radio and courier. 
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" 

• 

5.0 N oti/icanon lL<t: 
',. 
. ~'.' 

.: .. ,". 

5.1 Offiee of the Com~i~¢~~ 

5.1.1 Jim W~herington,Commissioner (or designee) 
,Offic{~: (404) 6S~002 
:~~'.;::>::: ):;. ~-~··~::~/·t i:~::; ~?: -'. 

5.1.2 Jci~f?rrero, ,AS!i:istanf Commissioner 
Offlc,.;· (404) 656-6002 

5.1.3 James Doctor, Director - Facilities Division 
OfficI': (404) 656-2809 

5.1.4 Communication Center - Evenings and Weekends 
(404) 651-6511 

5.2 State Board of Pardons and Paroles 

5.2.1 Waltf'r Ray, Chairman 
Offie,,: (404) 657-9451 

5.2.2 Duty Officer· Evenings and Weekends 
GDC Communications Center 
(404) 651-6511 

5.3 Georgia Building Authority 

5.3.1 Helen Scholes, Executive Director 
OffiCI:: (404) 656-3250 

5.4 Georgia State Patrol 
5.4.1 Comrnunicatl "irector 

(404) 624-701_ 
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5.5 Georgia Bureau bHnvestigation 

5.5.1 ','viilton Nix; Dira"'tor 
(404) 244-2501 

- .. ~. . 
5.5.2 Chris, Ash, Special Ageqt lei Charge 

(404f2~.4:':255A;:<:: '. ", \ __ • __ . • ~.; _: 1.,_", , 

- ;_:"", .... '1. ,: 

5.6 ATLANTA POLICE BUREAU 

5.6.1 Beverly Harvard, Chief of Police 
(404) 817-6900 

" 
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ANNEX IX '. 

U.D.S; 5~DAY stHEDULE 
NAME: . .... . INMATE g. :.: .:'... EXECUTION. 

-------,----------------- -~-----"-""'---""'-------"" '. 
DATE ' TIME' "I" .". ,) • I' .' I' . ,,'" t .. . ':, ~" . 

DAY ORE 

iDAYTWO 

DAYTBREIl 

DAY FOUR 

DAVFIVF.. 

An Dn. c. . 

CONTACT CONTACT PERSOll. '" ..... PE\'tSON. : .. :. 
PERSON. 'tELE#. . ;LEi.I. TIME, STATus '. .. ; TJ:r.m.' STATUS. '.. • 

TIME stATUS .' '..'..... c . ':'::'.. . . . .. ' 
.. , \:., ,\·1 t~:;:~:., .. 

"* :. '" . 
,'., ~: f:. 

: ... .~,.' 1';;':'::': .., ", 
.,' ", ;,., . ',' 

: .• !: ;: '.~ 
',,'.;.,\ 

. ' . . .. ~': 
'. ~ ;:'. ;.~:;·,.·.\.··x 

, 
" " 

'. 

::,;::~~~~ii;.: Ii 

if' 
~ 't' 

!( 

'. 

.~ ;\. 
I . 

" . 
. , 

: 'I}) 
t/'·:·. 

•• ! . .,. ... ". 

. ',' 

.. ...... 
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II .~ \ II 
'\ t, '(. 
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ATLANTA OFFICE 
ACTIONS TAKEN AFTER NOTIFICATION BY ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE OF PENDING 

. . .. " . XXECUTI()N 

. ......... . . ' .. 

ACTION. RESPONSIBILITY BY ACCOl'fIP. DATEfI'lME 

LEst.blisb c::<ccution date and time Commissioner 

2. Advise Attorney General's Office f aci!ities Division 

3. Advise Jnternal Affairs Facilities Division 
. 

4. NotifY other involved stale Facilities Division 
agencies and establish meeting time 
if necessary with Commissioner 

S. Obtain wTitten certified copy of facilities Division 
execution order. 

6. Fwnish copy of order to Warden f.cilities Division 
! 

7. Design.te tactical squad(s) Facilities Division 

8. NotifY Northern Region Director facilities Di,ision 
to arrange on-site security 

9. Maintain five-day checklist with. facilities Division 
"-

Anomey Gen<ral, Parole Board, and 
Warden 

10. Prep"!,, updated list of prior Facilities Division 
e."<ccutions-for GDC Command Post 

I 1. Develop list of wilnesses Commissiooer' s Office 

12. N"tilY";tnesses of the date and Commissioner's Office 
:ime 
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.------------------c--~·------------,_--~I------~------~· 

ACI101'lRE~~~0S~~.. BY I ACCOMP. DAn:rrn.rz ~ 

13. NotifY appropriate pross to 
develop witness list 

14. F maliz. witness \isIS 

15. NotifY all witnesses of date onid . "t~~ooer'~ Office 
time (appropriate information) 

16. Arrange building seanity lnti:mal Affairs 
(ex""utive tower) 

17. Meet with staff and agency Facilities Divisioo 
representatives at institution 

18. Verify that all communications Facilities Division 
systems are operational (day prior to 
cxecutioo) . 

19. Establish building seanity (night Internal Affairs 
before execution) 

20. Esrablish and make lim Facilities Divisioo 
commtmicattoD check (morning of 
execution) from Commissioner's 
Command Post 

21. Notify all instirutions to maintain 
radio silence one hour before and one 
hour after execution 

22. Maintain contact with witnesses 
until e.xecution 

Facilities Division 

Public Affairs 

23. Maintain hourly check of Facilities Division 
communications beginning three (3) 
hours prior to execution (Command 
Post) 
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• 

ACTION -~.lUSPONSmILITY BY ACCOi'tIP. DA T21TIi'>IE 
--,-,:,\ , 

24. Maintain condemned inmate's F aciliii;'" Division 
official file in GDC Command Past 

. .;' . - --

25. Establish op<n line to • Facilities-I;livision ;: -- -0 '. 

:~ -
boadquartc:rs 30 minutes prior to -'~ ?-" -.: :. ::- ". (-~:: {: ..... :-: 

~ 
execution ... : ,,"". '- --', ." . 

26. M<et in Command Past with AlIlnvolved 
Attorney Goneral and appropriate 
!>=oruI 

27. Conduct final check for stay with "Jtomq Goneral 
appropriate persons 

28. Give fmal order for execution Commissioner 

29. Secure tape aod fiJesof execution Commissioner'3 Office 

30. Transcribe tapes from Commissioner"s Office 
Commissioner's Connnand Post and 
GD&CP 

31. Write letI!'IS to witnesses and Commissioner" s Office 
other involved agencies 
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. CONF\OEN1\AL 

GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF . 

. ---CHRREtl'IGNS-- ----- ...--- -,-,-------

LETHAL INJECTION PROCEDURE 

SEPTE:MBER 9, 2002 

CONFIDENTIAL 



., PREFACE 

GEORGIA LAW PROVIDES THAT WHEN A PERSON IS CONVICTED OF A CAPITAL 

CRIME AND RECEIVES A DEATH SENTENCE, THAT SENTENCE IS AUTOMATICALLY 

APPEALED TO THE GEORGIA SUPREME COURT. THIS, ALONG WITH OTHER LEGAL 

REMEDIES AVAILABLE TO PERSONS UNDER DEATH SENTENCE RESULTS IN INMATES 

. WITH DEATH SENTENCES BEING HELD IN THE CUSTODY OF THE GEORGIA 

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS FOR LENGTHY PERIODS OF TIME. 

AN EXECUTION MAY ACTUALLY OCCUR WHEN THE· PAROLE BOARD HAS 

CONSIDERED AND DECLINES TO MODIFY THE DEATH SENTENCE, OR WHEN THE 

APPEAL PROCESS HAS BEEN EXHAUSTED, OR WHEN THE INMATE IS DEMANDING 

THAT THE SENTENCE BE CARRIED OUT. 
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I. RECEPTION OF UNDERDEATH SENTENCE (DDS) CASES 

1.0 THE SENTENCE 

1.1 Upon a verdict or judgement of death made by a jury or a judge, it is the 
responsibility of the Clerk of Court, in which said sentence is pronounced, to 
forward a certified copy of said sentence to the Warden of the Georgia. 
Diagnostic and Classification Prison not less than ten (10) days prior to the 
first day of the seven (7) day execution period as fixed by the court (OCGA 
17-10-33). . 

1.2 Where the date for execution has passed for any reason, i.e., appeal, habeas 
corpus, State Board of Pardons and Paroles, etc., the judge of the Superior 
Court of the county where the case was tried shall have the power and 
authority to fix a seven (7) day period for the execution of the original 
sentence. Such order shall fix the seven (7) day period not less that ten (10) 

---------~n·or~morellian-twen1Y (20) days from the date of such order. Such order shall 
be sent immediately to the Warden of the Georgia Diagnostic and 
Classification Prison (OCGA 17-10-40). 

1.3 In either event, described in Paragraph 1.1 or 1.2, the Commissioner 
and the Warden of the Georgia Diagnostic and Classification Prison will 
immediately notify one another and immediately forward to the other a copy 
of the sentence (Execution Order) or other orders. 

1.4 In addition, the Commissioner will reproduce said sentence or order and 
forward a copy to the Governor (Attention: Legal Counsel, Governor's 
Office); Attorney General's Office, and.the Chairman of the State Board of 
Pardons and Paroles. 

2.0 DELIVERY OF THE CONDEMNED PERSON 

2.1 In all cases in which the defendant is sentenced to be executed, it shall 
be the duty of the trial judge in passing sentence, to direct that the defendant 
be delivered to the Commissioner of the Georgia Department of Corrections 
for execution at such state prison as may be designated by said 
Commissioner, (OCGA 17-0-38). 

2.2 It shall be the duty of the sheriff of the county in which such convicted 
person is so sentenced to convey such convicted person to said state prison 
not more than twenty (20) nor less than two (2) days prior to the time fixed in 
the sentence for execution of the condemned person unless otherwise 
directed by the State Board of Pardons and Paroles, orunJess a stay of 

1 



execution has been caused by appeal, granting of a new trial, or other order 
of a court of competent jurisdiction, and the expense for transporting of said 
person to the state prison for the purpose of execution shall be paid by 
the Ordinary of the County wherein the conviction was had, or the Board of 
County Commissioners, the County Commissioner, or other person or 
persons having charge of the county funds, out of any funds on hand in the 
treasury of such County, (OCGA 17-10-33). 

2.3 The Commissioner will issue assignment orders to the Sheriff of the County 
of conviction and forward copies of the Order and sentencing documents to 
the state prison. Delivery of the condenmed person by the Sheriff will be 
arranged and coordinated by the Commissioner between the Sheriff of the 
County concerned and the Warden of the prison .. 

2.4 Persons under death sentence incarcerated at institutions other than the 
institution designated by the Commissioner as the execution site will be 
transferred to the execution site approximately two (2) days prior to the 
scheduled execution date. Details of such transfer will be coordinated by 
the Commissioner. 

3.0 ADMISSION PROCESSING 

Upon arrival of the condemned person at the Georgia Diagnostic and Classification 
Prison or Metro State Prison, he/she will be processed through regular inmate 
admission procedures, to include security search, medical examination, fingerprint, 
photograph, personal history infonnation, etc., to include a complete diagnostic 
evaluation, a copy of which will be provided to the Commissioner of the 
Department of Corrections, and the State Board of Pardons and Paroles. 

4.0 CONFINEMENT 

The condemned person will be confined in a cell designated by the Warden. Appropriate 
safeguards and security measures will be maintained as directed by the Warden. Pending 
the invoking of the Death Watch, the condemned person will be maintained in accordance 
with Departmental Rules and Regulations, special regulations for persons under death 
sentence, and specific court order. Persons delivered to the execution site less than thirty
six (36) hours prior to the time of execution, (refer to Paragraph 2.2), will be processed 
immediately and assigned to the Death Watch Cell. 
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ll. HOLDING AND PREP ARATION FOR EXECUTION 

5.0 PREPARATION FOR EXECUTION AND TIME OF EXECUTION 

The order of the court will specify a time span for the execution. A specific date and time 
within the designated time span will be established and announced by the Commissioner 
to the appropriate personnel on a need to know basis. The date and time for execution 
should be finalized seven (7) days in advance. 

6.0 NOTIFICATION 

Upon receipt, the Warden or his designee shall read to the condemned inmate the Order 
of Execution issued by the court of conviction. The condemned will sign the Order 
acknowledging notification of the Order and the signature of the condemned will be 
witnessed by the staff member and same will provide the condemned with a copy of the 
Order. If the condemned refuses to acknowledge receipt of the Order of Execution, the 
Warden or designee shall read the Order of the Court and acknowledge receipt for the 
condemned, in writing, which shall be witnessed by a staff member other than the 
Warden and attached to the Order. 

7.0 DEATH WATCH 

The condemned shall be moved to a designated cell, and observation shall begin thirty
six (36) to twelve (12) hours but an optimal eighteen (18) hours prior to the scheduled 
execution. A minimum of two (2) officers shall be assigned to observe the condemned at 
all times during Death Watch. If the condemned is II female, security will be maintained 
by female security personnel. Duties shall be established by the Deputy Warden of 
Security and the Warden. No other correctional staff, or civilian personnel, except 
medical personnel, shall be allowed in the Death Watch area without approval of the 
Warden or designee. No inmates are allowed in the Death Watch area. 

7.1 Observation 

7.1.1 Security of the Execution.Chamber and the Execution Witness 
Room is the responsibility of the Warden of the institution, or 
designee. Security briefings shall be held as appropriate. 

7.1.2 The officer in charge on each shift shall supervise the use of all 
items retained by the condemned and shall maintain a log of 
all activities of the condemned to include, but.not limited to, 
the times of feeding, showering and all other occurrences. 
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7.1.3 All meals for the condemned during the Death Watch shall be 
. prepared/procured and delivered by the Food Service Director, 

or designee. The activity log sheet shall reflect all names of 
persons delivering meals, menu items served the condemned 
and whether they were consumed or returned, to include date 
and time. 

7.1.4 A communication check, by telephone/radio, shall be made 
every thirty (30) minutes, on a continuous basis, during this 
period by the Death Watch Officer to the institution's control 

. center. TIlls communication check shall be logged. 

7.1.5 Medical 

7.1.5.1 

7.1.5.2 

Sick call will be in accordance with institution 
Rules and Regulations prior to the Death Watch 
period. During the Death Watch, sick call will 
be in the Death Watch area. 

Request for medical attention by the 
condemned, in addition to sick call, will be 
provided in the Death Watch area unless 
determined inappropriate by the Medical 
Authority. A medical determination to examine 
or treat the condemned in other than the Death 
Watch area should be coordinated with the 
Warden as soon as possible .. 

8.0 PERSONAL PROPERTY OF THE CONDEMNED 

8.1 The condemned shall personally take inventory, pack and seal his personal 
property at the beginning of the Death Watch. 

8.2 The inventory process and sealing of personal property shall be performed 
under the supervision of an institutional officer and another staff person 
designated by the Warden. 

8.3 The condemned shall sign a completed inventory sheet which shall be 
wituessed by the officer and the other staff member. 

8.4 The condemned shall indicate, in writing, on the completed inventory sheet 
the recipient of all personal property. 
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9.0 STATE ISSUE ITEMS 

9.1 The condemned shall be furnished with the following state-issued items 
while under Death Watch: 

- 1 Mattress 
- 1 Pillow 
- 1 Pillowcase 
- 2 Blankets (as necessary) 
- 2 Sheets 
- 2 Towels 
- 1 Comb (provided as needed) 
- 1 Bar of Soap 
- 1 Shirt or Jacket 
- 1 Pair of Pants 
- 1 Pair of Boxer Shorts 
- 1 Pair of Socks 
- 1 Pair of Shoes or Shower Shoes 
- 1 Religious Material 
- 1 Toothbrush and Tube of Toothpaste (provided as needed) 
- 1 Use of Electric Razor (Cordless) 

9.2 The condemned may be provided the following upon request: 

- 1 Television Set to be Located Outside the Cell 
- 1 Radio to be Located Outside the Cell 
- Playing Cards 
-Stationery 
- Newspapers and Magazines (as approved by the Warden) 
- Items available in the Inmate Store at condemned's expense, excluding those 

iierus in metal, glass containers, or hard plastic. 
- Personal Items Approved by the Warden or Designee (limited to 

essential needs) 

9.3 Any variation from the .above list shall be approved by the Warden or 
designee, in writing, and attached to the activity log. 

9.4 The condemned will not be provided with the following: 

- Razors or Blades (other than cordless electric) 
" Belts 
- T-Shirts 

9.5 Property issued to the condemned by the State shall be destroyed following the 
execution. 
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10.0 FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS 

At the beginning of the Death Watch, if not previously done, the condemned shaH 
specifY, in writing, his or her request for funeral arrangements. This information shaH be 
conveyed if necessary to the inmate's family, or others as appropriate, by the Warden of 
the institution, or designee at least twelve (12) hours prior to the scheduled execution, 
(refer to Paragraph 16.3.28). 

11.0 DESIGNATION OF STAFF 

11.1 The following shaH be present at each execution and shaH be notified by the 
Warden and acknowledged a minimum of twelve (12) hours in advance of the 
time and date of the execution. Notification shaIl include date and time of 
execution, and place to report for assignment. The Warden has the authority to 
waive the twelve (12) hour requirement on an emergency basis. 

11.1.1 Warden of the correctional facility or Deputy Warden thereot: 
who shall ensure that the court ordered execution is carried 
out. 

11.1.2 

11.1.3 

11.1.4 

11.1.5 

11.1.6 

11.1.7 

11.1.8 

11.1.9 

Two (2) assistants, or more as directed by the Warden. 

Two (2) staff physicians - (as designated by the Warden) to 
determine when death supervenes. 

One (1) contract physician - (as designated by Health Services) 
to provide medical assistance. during the execution process. 

Intravenous (IV) Team, to consist of two (2) or more trained 
personnel to provide intravenous access. 

Six (6) Correctional Officers to serve as a special escort team 
who will apply restraints to the condemned during the 
execution process. 

Three (3) trained volunteers, (staff members), to inject solutions 
into the intravenous port(s) during the execution process. 

One (1) Chaplain to administer to the spiritual needs of the 
condemned and to provide a prayer on the condemned's 
behalf upon request. 

Security personnel as appropriate. 
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11.2 Restrictions: 

No photographic, recording or computerized equipment will be permitted in 
the execution chamber or witness room except as specifically authorized by 
the Warden. All pencils, note pads, etc. will be issued and controlled by 
designated GDC staff. 

12.0 WITNESSES THAT MAY BE PRESENT 

Witnesses to the execution beyond those specifically prescribed by law or elsewhere in 
this procedure must be approved by the Commissioner prior to the day of the scheduled 
execution. 

12.1 Space limitations may limit the number of witnesses to be present in 
the execution witness room. Witnesses will be selected as outlined 
below: 

12.1.1 . 

12.1.2 

Five (5) witnesses selected by the condemned. These 
witnesses may not consist of inmate or victim family 
members unless approved by the Commissioner of the 
Georgia Department of Corrections. 

Five (5) witnesses representing the news media 
organizations may be present during the executions. 
Media representatives shall be determined as follows: 

12.1.2.1 

12.1.2.2 

12.1.2.3 

The Georgia Sureau Chief of the Associated 
Press Wire Services may designate one news 
reporter to be its media representative. 

The Georgia Press Association, through its 
Executive Director, may designate two pool 
newspaper reporters to be its media 
representatives, including one pool reporter from 
a newspaper published within the county in 
which the condemned was convicted. , 

The Georgia Association of Broadcasters, 
through its President, may designate two pool 
news reporters to be its representatives for the 
electronic media, including one television 
or radio reporter from the county in which the 
condemned was convicted. 
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12.1.3 

12.1.2.4 

12.1.2.5 

12.1.2.6 

12.1.2.7 

The names of the' news reporters representing 
the above mentioned classes or news media and 
designated alternates, shall be communicated 
telephonically to the Commissioner of the 
Department of Corrections at least twenty-four 
(24) hours prior to an execution. 

All approved media witnesses will be certified in 
writing by the Commissioner to the Warden of 
the Georgia Diagnostic and Classification Prison. 

In the event that more than one execution is 
carried out in a single day, the same media 
representatives shall be the witnesses for those 
executions. The newspaper and broadcast 
representatives from the county of conviction will 
change if the offenders to be executed are from 
different counties. 

Upon entering the Georgia Diagnostic and 
Classification Prison, each media representative 
must present sufficient evidence to establish 
his/her identity to the Warden or designee that 
helshe is entitled access to the press conference 
interview. This shall include a current photo 
I.D. Pencils, pens, notebooks, etc" will not be 
allowed; these items will be provided by 
Department of Corrections staff. Facility policy 
prohibits witnesses we!lring or bringing jewelry or 
other personal items into the facility. 

Not less than five (5) witnesses approved in writing by the 
Commissioner of the Department of Corrections. 

12.1.3.1 The Commissioner of the Department of 
Corrections may approve five (5) or more 
witneSses to be present in the execution witness 
room. These witnesses may include officials 
with the Executive, Judicial or Legislative Branch 
of Govermnent, or private. citizens. The 
Commissioner's Office shall maintain a tentative 
list of witnesses and keep the list updated. 
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12.2 Restrictions 

12.2.1 

12.2.2 

12.1.3.2 

12.1.3.3 

The Commissioner may approve one execution 
witness representing the victim(s). Requests of 
this nature will be received by the Commissioner 
no later than twelve (12) business hours prior to 
the day of the scheduled execution. 

All approved witnesses will be certified in 
writing by the C~mmissioner to the Warden of 
the Georgia Diagnostic and Classification Prison 
prior to the time of the scheduled execution, if 
possible. Prior to the time of the execution, the 
Warden shall confirril participation. 

No witnesses other than those authorized in paragraph 11.1, 
12.0, and 12.1 will be permitted. 

Witnesses will not be permitted to have photographic, 
recording or computerized equipment of any type in the 
execution witness room (refer to Paragraph·11.2). 

12.3 Witnesses: Request of the Condemned 

If the condemned person so desires, the following may be present at such 
execution: hislher counsel, relatives, clergymen and friends, (OCGA 17-10-41), 
pursuant to approval as outlined in 12.1.1. The condemned periodically 
updates/confirrils the names of those he/she desires to be present at the execution 
with the Warden or Commissioner's approval. These names shall be recorded in 
writing, witnessed and maintained by the Warden or designee. 

'12.3.1 Not later than twelve (12) hours prior to time of execution 
those witnesses requested by the condemned shall be 
contacted by the Warden or designee in the most 
expeditious and appropriate method of communication to 
confirril the request and advise them of the time and date of 
the execution, assembly, orientation and escort procedures to 
the execution witness room. 
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12.4 Witnesses - Other 

12.4.1 

12.4.2 

12.4.3 

Those witnesses to the execution required by law shall be 
under the supervision of the Warden of the institution or 
designee and shall appear at the institution at a time and place 
as directed by the Warden. 

Those witnesses requested by the condemned shall appear at 
the institution no later than two (2) hours prior to the execution 
for orientation and escort to the execution witness room 
(refer to Paragraph 12.2). 

Those witnesses to the execution who are approved by the 
Commissioner of the GeorgiaDepartrnent of Corrections shall 
appear at the institution no later than two (2) hours prior to the 
execution for orientation and escort to the execution witness 
room (refer to Paragraph 16.3.8). 

13.0 MEDIA INFORMATION AND PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICE 

13.1 News media representatives shall not be allowed to visit any inmate at the 
institution during the DeathWatch. 

13.2 Briefings for news media representatives shall be conducted as appropriate 
during the Death Watch and immediately after the execution by the Director 
of Public Information ala time and place designated by the Warden of the 
institution. 

13.3 Broadcast reporters will.be allowed to broadcast live from a pre-designated 
area on the grounds of the institution during the hours designated by the 
Warden on the day of the execution. A delayin the execution may require 
that these hours be adjusted accordingly. 

14.0 VISITATION BY FAMILY 

The condemned shall be allowed contact visits the day prior to and the day of the 
execution with family, mends, private clergy and his legal representatives as approved by 
the Warden. 

14.0.1 The condemned's visitors will park in the designated parking lot. In 
the event that visitors are transported by persons not desiring to visit, 
such persons may wait in the institutional parking lot. 
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14.0.2 

14.0.3 

14.0.4 

14.0.5 

14.0.6 

14.0.7 

A staff person (chaplain) will be assigned to the condemned's family. 
During the Death Watch, the chaplain should be available to the 
family. 

If possible, all visitors should be processed into the institution at one 
time and placed in the room provided. A maximum of 
five (5) visitors at a time shall be allowed in the institution at one 
time. 

One Executive Staff member shall be assigned the responsibility of 
visitation. Helsheis to ensure that staff respond in an appropriate 
manner. 

The condemned may eat an institutional meal whiie in the visiting room 
with his visitors. Visitors may purchase an institutional meal which may 
be consumed in the visitation area in the presence of the condemned. 

All family visitors to the condemned will abide by the institutional dress 
code and wilJ depart from the institution immediately after visitation 
unless delayed by.inc1ement weather. Visitors to the condemned shall not 
bring in any food or other items. 

Any visitor not currently approved must meet all other visitation 
requirements. 

14.1 VISITATIONBYOTHERS 

14.1.1 

14.1.2 

A Chaplain, designated by the Warden, as well as an administrative 
staff member approved by the Warden shall be assigned the 
responsibility of visiting the condemned on a daily basis. 

Attomey(s) shall be allowed to visit the condemned upon approval of 
the Warden or designee. 

14.2 VICTIM'S FAMILYIRELATIVES 

A staff member wilJ be designated to care for any of the victim's family who remain 
within the institution during the execution. A room shall be designated for this 
purpose. 
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15.0 TELEPHONE 

Telephone access shall be provided to the condemned, with the following 
limitations: 

15.1 Telephone calls shall be in accordance to institutional rules and regulations 
prior to Death Watch. 

15.2 At least one (1) fifteen (15) minute call per day during Death Watch, unless 
otherwise approved by the Warden; a phone will be provided to the 
condemned, unless otherwise restricted by the Warden. 

15.3 All telephone calls shall be made collect, unless. the Warden makes 
exceptions. 

15.4 All telephone calls are to be made between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 
p.m. unless otherwise approved by the Warden. 

15.5 Incoming calls for the condemned will be referred to the Warden or 
designee for screening and approval. Such calls will be denied unless the 
purpose involves family and/or legal matters requiring the condemned's 
involvement 

Ill. DAYOFEXECUTION 

16.0 DAY OF EXECUTION 

16.1 Within Three (3) Hours of Execution 

16.1.1 A communications check will be performed. 

16.1.1.1 

16.1.1.2 

16.1.1.3 

Telephone - Telephone circuits and private 
lines between the Commissioner's Office (CPl), 
Warden's Office (CP2), and Execution Chamber 
(CP3) will be checked. 

Fax Machine - A test message to Central 
Office requesting acknowledgment will be sent. 

Radio - A radio check between the 
. Execution Chamber and Warden's Office and 
between Central Office and Warden's Office will 
be initiated. 
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16.1.1.4 Execution Chamber and Execution Witness 
Room will be inspected as directed by Warden. 

16.2 Within Two (2) Hours of Execution 

16.2.1 

16.2.2 

16.2.3 

16.2.4 

16.2.5 

16.2.6 

The IV Team will perform a check of all necessary equipment 
and instruments. 

Communications Check - The same procedure will be followed as 
at three (3) hours prior to the execution as specified in Paragraph 
16.1.1. 

Execution Chamber and Execution Witness Room - These 
areas will be inspected as directed by Warden. 

The condemned will be prepared in accordance with prior 
responsibilities previously designated by Warden: 

16.2.4.1 

16.2.4.2 

16.2.4.3 

The condemned may visit with clergyman. 

An opportunity for the condemned to make 
last statement will be provided. (Statement shall 
be recorded by the Recorder designated by the 
Warden.) 

A shower and clean clothing will be provided to the 
condemned. 

A designated staff member shall confirm the presence of witnesses 
required by law to attend the execution. Any final instructions 
shall be issued by the Warden. 

A designated staff member shall confirm the presence of the 
witnesses designated and approved by the Commissioner. 
Instructions will be issued to the witnesses to assure an 
understanding of their conduct in the Execution Witness Room and 
while being escorted to and from the Execution Witness Room. 
All witnesses are to have previously acknowledged, in writing, 
their understanding and agreement to abide by the rules, 
regulations and procedures of the Agency. 
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16.3 Within One Hour of Execution 

Within one hour of the time of execution, designated members (2) of the 
special escort team will commence the following: 

16.3.1 

16.3.2 

16.3.3 

16.3.4 . 

16.3.5 

16.3.6 

16.3.7 

16.3.8 

The IV Team will perfonn a check of all necessary equipment and 
instruments. A self-test or diagnostic check will be conducted on 
the heart monitor. 

The designated staff members will prepare the lethal injection 
solution and deliver it to the execution chamber. 

The condemned is offered a mild sedative. 

Special Escort Team members will ensure all straps are in place 
and functional on the execution gurney. 

Communications Check: The same procedures will be perfonned 
as at thfee (3) hours prior to the execution as specified in Paragraph 
16.1.1. The telephone lines between the Commissioner's Office 
(CP1), the Warden's Office (CP2) and the Execution Chamber 
(CP3) are to remain open thirty (30) minutes prior to execution 
time. 

Execution Chamber and Execution Witness Room will be 
inspected as directed by Warden. 

Assistants and those required by law to attend executions are to be 
issued additional instructions and escorted to the Execution 
Chamber and Execution Witness Room as appropriate. The 
condemned's witnesses, media representatives and the State's 
witnesses shall be processed, instructed and transported separately 
as referenced in this section. 

The presence of witnesses requested by the condemned, those 
approved by the Commissioner, and approved media 
representatives will be confinned. Instructions to the witnesses 
and media representatives will be issued, in writing, to assure that 
an understanding of their conduct and behavior, during escort to 

. and from the Execution Witness Room. All witnesses are to 
acknowledge, in writing, their understanding and agreement to 
abide by the rules, regulations and procedures of the Agency. The 
witnesses will be searched and issued additional instructions as 
needed. 
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16.3.9 

16.3.10 

16.3.11 

16.3.12 

16.3.13 

16.3.14 

16.3.15 

16.3.16 

16.3.17 

16.3.18 

16.3.19 

16.3.20 

The condemned is escorted to the lethal injection gurney by 
member(s) of the Special Escort Team, twenty (20) minutes prior 
to the time of the execution. 

Members of the Special Escort Team are stationed at the gurney 
and will place the body strap in place immediately. 

The Special Escort Team will attach restraints to arms, legs and 
body of the condemned. 

The IV team will provide intravenous access into the condemned. 
The heart monitor leads will be applied to the condemned. If the 
veins are such that intravenous access cannot be provided, a 
contract physician will perform a central line procedure to provide 
an intravenous access. 

The witnesses will be escorted to the Execution Witness Room. At 
least one of the correctional officers present shall be a female. 

The Warden will introduce himself to witnesses and issue final 
instructions regarding the execution. 

The Warden or designee will ask the condemned ifhe has 
anything to add to the final statement. Such statements will be 
limited to two (2) minutes. (Statement shall be recorded by the 
Warden or designee.) A prayer is offered if condemned 
requests, which is limited to two (2) minutes. 

The condemned is read essential Order of the Court. 

AU unnecessary staff shall clear the execution chamber. 

Execution officials take their place behind the partition. 

The Attorney General or designee will advise the Commissioner 
and/or the Warden as to whether or not to proceed. 

The execution begins. 

16.3.20.1 

16.3.20.2 

Three (3) designated staff members inject lethal 
solution into intravenous tubing. 

The contract physician will advise the Warden when 
the monitor shows a ''flat line" display. The 
condemned will be checked by two (2) physicians 
to determine if death has occurred. 
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16.3.21 

16.3.22 

16.3.23 

16.3.24 

16.3.25 

16.3.26 

16.3.27 

16.3.28 

If condemned shows residual life signs, repeat 16.3.20.1 and 
16.3.20.2. 

The fact of death is then announced to the witnesses by the Warden 
or designee. The curtains to the Execution Chamber are then 
closed. 

The witnesses and media representatives are escorted from the 
Execution Witness Room. Media representatives will be 
immediately escorted ·from the prison to the press area. 

The IV lines are detached, the straps are removed, the body is 
removed from the gurney. The body is placed in a body bag and 
placed on a stretcher provid~ by the State Crime Lab. The body 
is taken by van to the State Crime Lab for a postinortem 
examination. 

Press release: The Public Affairs Officer for the Departinent of 
Corrections will advise news media that Order of the Court has 
been carried out 

The Warden or designee and attending physicians 
prepare certificate of execution and certify the fact of 
execution. The certificate is to be forwarded to the Clerk of 
Superior Court of the county in which sentence was 
pronounced. A copy is forwarded to the Commissioner. 

The last statement of the condemned is forwarded to the 
Central Office, as appropriate. 

Intennent: The body may be released to the relatives at their 
expense or should the nearest relative of the condemned so 
desire, the body will be carried to the former home of the 
person so executed, if in the State of Georgia. The expense of 
such transportation to the former home shall be paid by the 
Ordinary, County Commissioners, or person(s) having the 
charge of county funds in which the person was convicted. 
(OCGA 17-10-43) . 

. 16.3.28.1 If the relatives do not claim the body of the 
executed person, interment will be in accordance 
with ODC Rule 125-2-4.20. 
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16.3.28.2 Staff participants will be seen by the Critical 
Incident Debriefing Team within seventy-two (72) 
hours of each execution or as soon as possible. 
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ANNEX I 

TASK DESCRIPTIONS OF STAFF 

PHYSIClANl 
Examines condemned to detennine that the Order of the Court has been carried out. 

PHYSICIAN 2 
Administers treatment to participants if the need arises. 
Confinns findings of Physician 1. 
Accompanies Physician 1 to the. record office for completion of death certificate. 

PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT 
Administers treatment to witnesses and staff if the need arises. 

MINISTERlCHAPLAlNIMEMBER OF CLERGY 
Maintains frequent contact with condemned during Death Watch period and up 
until condemned is removed from cell to Execution Chamber. 
Assist family, friends and others as indicated. 
Provides prayer in Execution Chamber if desired by condemned. 

RECORDER (Appointed by Warden) 
Perfonns check of all recording equipment before the arrival of the condemned in 
execution chamber. 
Asks the condemned if he/she wishes to make a last statement. If so, records same 
and transmits to the Warden's Office as soon as completed. 
Records two (2) minute addition made by the condemned to hislher last statement just 
before the execution, if applicable. 

DEATH WATCH OFFICERS 
Assume duties at Death Watch prior to execution time. Maintain strict observation of the 
condemned for self-inflicted injury. Report any unusual observations to the Supervisor in 
accordance with POST orders. 

RECORDS OFFICER 
Prepare death certificate with all pertinent data. Notify clerk of court. 

FOOD SERVICE DIRECTOR OR DESIGNEE 
Prepares/procures and delivers all meals to the condemned during Death Watch. 
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CIDEF OF SECURITY (CORRECTIONAL MAJOR) 
Schedules Death Watch personnel. 
Coordinates with Food Service Director, or designee, for the condemned's choice 
oflast meal. 
Assigns specific staff to specific functions to prepare condemned for execution, such 
as: shower, clothing, etc. 
Assures that adequate personnel is available to escort condemned to the execution . 
chamber. 
Provides for escort of witnesses to execution witness room. 
Serves as back-up to staff member designated to obtain, mix and deliver the lethal 
injection drugs to the execution chamber. 

DEPUTY WARDEN OF SECURITY 
TItrough his commissioned officers: 

Assures that remaining part of institution is secure from possible adverse action. 
Assures that only authorized persons enter guard line area. 
Prepares for crowd control. 
Assures that communication system is established and maintained. 
Obtains, mixes and delivers the lethal injection drugs to the execution chamber. 
Ensures that the execution is carried out in accordance with the laws of the State of 
Georgia. 

DEPUTY WARDEN OF CARE AND TREATMENT 
Assures that physicians, chaplains and records officer personnel are briefed on their 
duties. 
Supervises Command Post #2. 
Ensures that the victim's family, if present, are properly supervised. 

WARDEN 
Briefs all personnel assigned tasks during the execution. 
Telephones Commissioner regarding any change in status. 
Ensures that the execution is carried out in accordance with the laws of the State of 
Georgia. 
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ANNExn 

IV TEAM - DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS 

SET UP PROCEDURE: 

1. The Warden or designee will have two (2) intravenoUs infusion devices placed in veins of 
the condemned and a saline solution available for an infusion mediwn. Those persons 
engaged in this activity will be referred to as the N Team. 

2. An N administration set shall be inserted into the outlet of the bag of Normal Saline N 
solution. Two (2) N bags will be set up in this manner. 

3. The N tubing shall be cleared of air and made ready for use. 

4. The standard procedure for inserting N Access will be used. 

5. The N tubing for both set-ups will be connected to the receiving port of the N access. 
One for the primary vein, the other for the secondary vein. 

6. At this point, the administration sets shall be running at a slow rate offlow (KYO), and 
ready for the insertion of syringes containing the lethal agents. The Warden or his 
designee, shall maintain observation of both set-ups to ensure that the rate of flow is 
uninterrupted. NO FURTHER ACTION shall betaken until the prearranged signal to 
start the injection oflethal agents is given by the Warden or designee. 
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ANNEX III 

INJECTION TEAM - DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS 

INJECTION PROCEDURE: 

1. When the signal to commence is given by the Warden: 

1.1 Syringe #1 through iff, shall be inserted into the designated receiving port in 
numerical order. 

1.2 The contents shall be injected with a steady, even flow of the chemical. 

2. The contents of the syringes are as follows: 

2.1 Syringe #1 and #IA - Sodium Pentothal 
2.2 Syringe #2 - Saline 
2.3 Syringe #3 - Pavulon 
2.4 Syringe #4 - Saline 
2.5 Syringe #5 - Potassium Chloride 
2.6 Syringe #6 - Saline 

This procedure shall continue until all syringes have been used. 
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ANNEX IV 

CROWD CONTROL ON EXECUTION DAY 

1. All visitors to the Georgia Diagnostic and Classification Prison on Execution Day shall 
be requested to state the purpose of their visit upon entering the reservation and to furnish 
appropriate identification prior to being allowed to enter. 

2. Visitors to the Institutional Reservation shall be directed to one of the following areas and 
given the appropriate colored arm bands: 

2.1 Those Opposing The Death Penalty (Green Ann Band) 
2.2 Those Supporting Death Penalty (Blue Ann Band) 

3. Media representatives shall be directed to a specified area and given a yellow arm band. 

4. Regular inmate visitation will be canceled. 

5. Departmental visitors shall be limited to staff that have an official execution 
function that specifically requires them tobe present atthe institution. 
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ANNEX V 

ACTMTY LOG - DEATH WATCH 

INMATE NAME: 1.0. NUMBER: ------------------------- --------------

NOTE: ALL ENTRIES MUST INCLUDE THE DATE, TIME AND THE OFFICER'S 
SIGNATURE. ALL ENTRIES MUST BE LEGIBLE. 
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ANNEX VI 

CONTROLLED CHEMICAL HANDLING PROCEDURES FOR EXECUTION BY 
LETHAL INJECTION 

The following procedures will be utilized to obtain controlled chemicals, transport the chemicals 
to the Execution Chamber at the Georgia Diagnostic and Classification Prison (GDCP), dispose 
of and/or return unused chemicals to the GDCP Pharmacy. 

1. The certificate issued by the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA), United States 
Department of Justice will be posted in the medical room of the GDCP Execution 
Chamber. A copy of the certificate will be kept on file at the GDCP Pharmacy. 

2. All controlled materials, blank "Controlled Chemical Disposition Record" forms and a 
lockable transport case will be kept in the GDCP Pharmacy. 

3. The designated key ring, located in the Tunnel Entrance Restricted Key Box, will be 
utilized to gain access to the chemical storage containers, transport case and the 
temporary chemical storage containers located in the Execution Chamber. Access to this 
key ring and the receipt and/or transportation of chemicals is restricted to: Deputy 
Warden for Security, Correctional Major, and designated Pharmacist. In an emergency, 
the Warden ofGDCP may designate another official this duty. 

4. On the day ora scheduled execution, one of the authorized staff members will draw the 
proper keys, proceed to the pharmacy and procure the appropriate amount of chemicals. 

5. The appropriate amount of chemicals to be issued is as follows: Sodium Pentothal - 6 
packages each containing Ig of chemical. PaVIlIon (pancuronium Bromide) -15 vials 
each containing IOmg. Potassium Chloride - 9 vials each containing 40 meq. 
Note: The PaVIlIon is normally refrigerated. It may be left un-refrigerated for no more 
than 24 hours. . 

6. During the procedures outlined in step #4, the "Controlled Chemical Disposition Record" 
will be initiated at this time. The Pharmacy will keep a temporary copy upon issuance. 
The original will be kept with the chemicals in the transport case. The appropriate 
sections will be completed as needed. 

7. Chemicals will be delivered to the Execution Chamber and locked in the chemical 
storage container. PaVIlion will be stored in the locked refrigerator. 

8. _Within one hour of the scheduled execution, the chemicals will be drawn into the 60cc 
syringes to be used by the injection team. 
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9. Chemicals will be drawn up as follows: 

Sodium Pentothal -lg each - S)Tinge #1 and #la 
Pavulon - 50mg - Syringe #3 
Potassium Chloride - 120meq - S)Tinge #5 
Saline Solution - 60cc each - Syringe #'s 2, 4 and 6. 

10. A secondary set of syringes will be prepared as outlined above. . 

II. The remaining chemicals, along with seven 60cc s)Tinges will be locked in the transport 
case and placed in the mechanical room in the event they are needed. 

12. At the conclusion of the execution, the amount of each chemical injected into the 
condenmed inmate is to be recorded on the Controlled Chemical Disposition Record 
fonn, along with the date, time, inmate name and number. 

13. Any chemical loaded into a s)Tinge that is not used will destroyed by flushing chemicals 
down the sink located in the medical room of the execution chamber. This must be 
witnessed and the section completed and signed on the Controlled Chemical Disposition 
fonn. 

14. Any unused chemicals will be returned to the pharmacy via the transport case and the 
remainder of the Controlled Chemical Disposition Record fonn will be completed. 

15. The original Controlled Chemical Disposition Record fonn will be retained by the 
Pharmacy. A copy will be sent to the Wat;den's office for inclusion into the Execution 

. file. The temporary copy generated in step #6 will be destroyed at this time. 

16. An inventory will be kept by the Pharmacy of each chemical used. The Controlled 
Chemical Disposition fonn and the inventory logs will be kept in a red binder attached to 
the chemical storage container. 

Attachments: Controlled Chemical Disposition Fonn 
Inventory Log for Sodium Pentothal 
Inventory Log for Pavulon 
Inventory Log for Potassium Chloride 
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: CONTROLLED CHEMICAL-DlSPOSITION RECORD""" 
"'(LETHAL INJECTION) 

ANNEXVI-ATTACRMENTI 

GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS - GDCP 

CHEMICALS DISPENSED BY GDCP PHARMACY 

Name of Chemical- Amount Date Issued Lot # Expiration # of Vials 
PENTOTIiAL 6 GRAMS 
PAVULON 150MGM 
POTASSIUM CHWRIDE 360MEQ 

. 

ISSUED BY: (SIGN AND PRlNf NAME) RECEIVED BY: (SIGN AND PRlNf NAME) DEPflLOCAll0N 

CHEMICALS ADMINISTERED BY INJECTION TEAM 

DATE TIME INMATE NAMEINUMBER CHEMICALS QTY 

PENTOTHAL 

PAVULON 

POTASSIUM CHWRIDE 

. 

CHEMICALS DESTROYED 

CHEMICALS DESTROYED QTY # OF SYRINGES DATE DESTROYED DEPTILOCATION 

PENTOTHAL 
PAVULON 
POTASSIUM CHLORIDE 

DESTROYED BY: (SIGN AND PRlNf NAME) WITNESSED BY: (SIGN AND pRlNf NAME) DEPTILOCATION 

CHEMICALS RETURNED TO GDCP PHARMACY 

DATE RETURNED CHEMICAL RETURNED QTY RETURNED # OF VIALS 

PENTOTIiAL 

PAVUWN 

POTASSIUM CHWRIDE 
-

RETURNED BY: (SIGN AND PRlNf NAME) RECEIVED BY: (SIGN AND PRlNf NAME) DEPTILOCA TION 
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CONTROLLED CHEN.UCAL INVENTORY LOG 

GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS - GDCP 

DATE PACKAGE BEGINNING AMOUNT DATE 
SIZE INVENTORY DISPENSED DISPENSED 

27 

SUBTOTAL 

ANNEX VI - ATTACHMENT 2 
CHEMICAL -SODIUM PENTOTHAL 

AMOUNT DATE TOTAL INITIALS 
RETURNED RETURNED INVENTORY 
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CONTROLLEDGBENUCAL~NTORYLOG 

GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS - GDCP 

DATE PACKAGE BEGINNING AMOUNT DATE 
, SIZE INVENTORY DISPENSED DISPENSED 

I 

. . 

---_.-

28 

SUBTOTAL 

ANNEX VI- ATTACHEMENT 3 
CHEMICAL - PAVULON 

AMOUNT DATE TOTAL INITIALS I 

RETURNED RETURNED INVENTORY 
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CONTRL ...... LED c'IIEMICAL INVENTORY LOG 

GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS ':"GDCP 

DATE PACKAGE BEGINNING AMOUNT DATE 
SIZE INVENTORY DISPENSED DISPENSED 

. 

. . 

. 

SUBTOTAL 

ANNEXVI-ATTACHEMENT4 
CHEMICAL -POTASSIUM CHLORIDE 

AMOUNT· DATE TOTAL INITIALS 
RETURNED RETURNED INVENTORY 

- ... -- - - _._ ... _--- '---
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Georgia Diagllostic and Classification Prison 
P.O. Box3877 

Ja~on.Geo~a30233 

CONTROLLED CHEMICAL HANDLING PROCEDURES FOR 
EXECUTION BY LETHAL INJECTION 

The following procedures will be utilized to obtain controlled chemicals. tRnsport the 
chemicals 1:0 the Execution Chamber at the Georgia Diagnostic and Classification Prison 
(GDCP). dispose of and/or return unused chemicals to the GDCP Pharmacy. 

1. The: certificate issued by the Drug Enforcement Agency (DBA), United States 

DBllartment of Justice will be posted in the medical room of the GDCP Ex~tion 

Chllmber. A copy of the certificate will b~ kept on file at the GDCP Pharmacy. 

2. All controlled materials, blank "Controlled Chemical Disposition Rcx:ord" forms 

and a lockable transport case will be kept in the GDCP Pbarmacy. 

3. Til(, designated key ring, located in the Tunnel Entrance Restricted Key Box, will 

be utilized to gain access to the chemical storage containers, transport case and 

the temporary chemical storage containers localed in the Execution Chamber. 

Ace.eSB to this key ring and the receipt andlor transportation of chemicals is 

restJicted to: Deputy Warden for S~rity, Correctional Major, and designated 

PhamJaCiS!. In an emergency, the Warden ofGDCP may designate another 

official this duty. 

4. On the clay of a scheduled execution, oae of the authorized staff members will 

draw proper keys, proceed to the pharmacy and procure the appropriate amount of 

chemicals. 

S. The appropriate amount of chemicals to be issued is as follows: Sodium 

Pentothal- 6 packages each containing 1 gm of chemical and SOcc's of sterile 
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water. Pavulon (pancuronium Bromide) - IS vials each containing 10mgm. 

Potass.ium Chloride - 9 vials each containing 40 meq . 

Note: The Pitvulon is normally refrigerated. It may be left un-refrigerated for no more 

then 24 hours. 

6. Whik not a part of the execution process, a sedative (type to be detennined by the 

facility physician) may be placed in the transport case. A presCriptiOD MUST be 

written for this sedative. A separate receipt is required and will not be listed 

with the chemicals for lethal injection. 

7. During the procedures outlined in step #4, the "Controlled Chemical Disposition 

Record" wJ1l be initiated at this time. The Pharmacy will keep a lempor/lIy copy 

upon issuance. The original will be kept with the chemicals in the transport case. 

The a;JPTopriate sections will be completed as needed. 

8. Cherni{lals will be delivered to the Execution Chamber and locked in the chemical 

storage container. Pavuion will be stored in the locked refrigerator. 

9. One hour prior to the scheduled execution, the chemicals will be drawn into the 

60cc syringes to be used by the injection team. 

]0. Chemi.cals will be drawn up as follows: 

Sodium Pentothal- SOcc'S (2grns) - Syringe #1 and #1 a. 

Pavulon - SOcc's (SO rngrn) - Syringe #3 

Potassium Chloride - 60cc's - (120 meq) - Syringe #5 

Saline Solution - 60cc's - Syringe #'s 2, 4 and 6. 

11. A seccmdazy set of syringes will be prepared as outlined ahove. 

12. The remaining chemicals, along with seven 60cc syringes will be locked in the 

transP,l)rt case and placed in the mechanical room in the event they are needed. 
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]3. At the conclusion of the execution, the amount of each chemical injected into the 

condemned inmate is to be recorded OD the Controlled Chemical Oisposition 

Record form, along with the date, time, inmate name and number. 

14. Any chemical loaded into a syringe that is not used will be destroyed by flushing 

Ghemkals down the sil1k located in the medical room of the execution chamber. 

This must be witnessed and the section completed and signed on the Controlled 

Chemical Disposition form. 

15. Any unused chemicals will be returned to the pharmacy via the transpon case and 

the remainder of the Controlled Chemical Disposition Record form will be 

completed. 

16. The original Controlled Chemical Disposition Record form will be retained by the 

Pharmacy. A copy wiIJ be sent to the Warden's office for inclusion into the 

Execution file. The temporary copy generated in step #7 will be destroyed at this 

time. 

17. A perpetua1 inventory will be kept by the Pharmacy of each chemical used. The 

Controlled Chemical Disposition form and the inventory lo~ will be kept in a red 

binder attached to the chemical storage container. 

Attachments: 

800/~OO'd L86T# 

Controlled Chemical Disposition form 
Perpetual Inventory log for SodiUm Pentothal 
Perpetual Inventory log for Pavulon 
Perpetual Inventory log for Potassium Chloride 
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.' . eON'"tROLLED CJlI!!MJCAL DISPOSmON RECORD (LETSAL INJECTION) 
GEORGIA DEPARTbIENT OF CORRECTIONS - GDCP 

CHEMICALS DISP)!:NSED BY GDer PHARMAcY 

N lime or Chemical - Amount Dllteluued Lot Ii Explratio.rl 
PENTOTHAL 6 GRAMS 
PAVUlON 150MGM 
POTASSIUM tIDE 360M&} 

tI of Viall 

ISSUEDllY: (SIGN AND PlllNTNAM£) I =VED IIY: (SIGN AND PlllNT NAMB) I DEPTIl.OCATIGN 

CHEMICALS ADMJNISIERED BX INJECTION TEAM 

DATE TIME INMATE NAMEINUMBER CHEMICALS QTY 

PENrOTIiAL 

PAVULON 

POTASSruM CHLORIDE 

CHEMICALSD~OYED 

CHEMICALS DESmOYED QTV Ii OF SYRINGES DATE DESTROfED DEPTILOCATION 

PENTOTHAL 
PAVUWN 
:POTASSIUM CIn.ORlI)E 

. . . 

D£STilOYI!D BY: (SIGN AlID PRINT NAME) WITNESSED BY: (SIGN AND PRlNTNAME) DEPT/LOCA nON 

CHEMICALS RETI,JRNED TO GDCP PHARMACY 

DATE RETURNED CHEMICAL RETURNED QTY R£1lJllNED tlOJlVIALS 

I'BNfOrnAL 

PAWLON 

POTASSRJM CHLoRIDE 

RE'fUmED BY, (SIGN ANi. PlUNr NAME) I RECeIVED BY; (SION AND l'RINT NAME) I DEPTILOCATION 

soo/soo"a Lan*, 
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CONTROLLED CHEMICAL PERPETUAL INVENTORY LOG 
CHEMICAL -SODIUM PENTOTHAL 

GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS- GDCP 

DATE PACKAGE BEGINNING AMOUNT DATE SUBTOTAL AMOUNT DATE TOTAL INlTIALS 
SIZE INVlI.NTORY DISPENSED DlSPENSED RETUBNED KJ£"rURNED INVENTORY 
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CONTROLLED CHEMICAL PERPETUAL INVENTORY LOG 

GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS - GDCP 

DATE PACKAGE BEGINNING AMOUNT DATE SUBTOTAL 
SIZE INVENTORY DlSP"ENSED DISPENSED 

, 

j . 

l ( 

I 

CHEMICAL -PAVULON 

AMOUNT DATE TOTAL INITIALS 
RETURN"ED RETURNED INVENTORY 
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l,;UI'I" rHULLED CHEMICAL PERPETUAL INVENTORY LOG 

GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS- GDCP 

DATE PACKAGE BEGINNING AMOUNT DATE SUBTOTAL 
SIZE lNVENl'ORY DISPENSED DlSPENSED 

~ 
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( ( 

CHEMICAL - POTASSIUM CHLORIDE 

AMOUNT DATE TOTAL INITIALS 
RET1JR>UD RETtlBNED INVENTORY 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF MISSOURI 

WESTERN DIVISION 

MICHAEL TAYLOR, 

Plaintiff , 
Case No. 

vs. 05-4173-CV-S-FJG 

LARRY CRAWFORD, et al., 
JUNE 13, 2006 

Defendant. 
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PAGES 262 - 395 

TRANSCRIPT OF BENCH TRIAL PROCEEDINGS 

BEFORE THE HONORABLE FERNANDO J. GAITAN, JR. 
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U.S. DISTRICT JUDGE 
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and 
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JUNE 12, 2006 

DR. MARK HEATH 
Direct Examination by Ms. Anders 
Cross-examination by Mr. Hawke 
Redirect Examination by Ms. Anders 

DR. STEPHEN JOHNSON 
Direct Examination by Mr. Hellman 
Cross-examination by Mr. Hawke 
Redirect Examination by Mr. Hellman 

DR. THOMAS HENTHORN 
Direct Examination by Mr. Berger 
Cross-examination by Mr. Pritchett 
Redirect Examination by Mr. Berger 
Recross-examination by Mr. Pritchett 

JUNE 13, 2006 

DR. MARK DERSHWITZ 
Direct Examination by Mr. Pritchett 
Cross-exarniation by Ms. Anders 
Redirect Examination by Mr. Pritchett 
Recross-examination by Mr. Anders 
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Direct Examination by Mr. Pritchett 
Cross-examination by Mr. Berger 

LARRY CRAWFORD 
Direct Examination by Mr. Pritchett 
Cross-examination by Mr. Hellman 
Redirect Examination by Mr. Pritchett 
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15 Does? 

16 

17 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

And did it also include a review of the deposition of 

18 Dr. John Doe One? 

19 

20 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

So are you aware that the dose of thiopental used at 

21 the last several executions in Missouri was not five grams 

22 as we understood in January? 

23 

24 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

How, if at all -- excuse me. What is your 

25 understanding of the amount of thiopental that was actually 

1 given at the last several executions? 

2 

3 

A 

Q 

I believe it was 2.5 grams. 

HOW, if at all, does the administration of 2.5 grams 

4 of thiopental the last few executions impact your opinions 

5 regarding executions in Missouri? 

6 A By decreasing the dose from five grams to 2.5 grams, 

7 the probability of consciousness increases by a tiny and 

8 minuscule amount. Other states use as little as two grams 

9 of thiopental, and even in that situation the likelihood of 

10 consciousness during the period of time that an execution 

11 requires is a tiny fraction of one percent. 

12 Q What's the key factor, in your opinion, regarding the 

13 humaneness of executions in Missouri in particular and then 

14 throughout the country in general? 

15 A tv'ell, in my opinion for an execution to be humane an 

16 adequate dose of hypnotic agent like thiopental has to be 

17 administered prior to the paralytic or the potassium 
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18 chloride. And in the other states in which I have 

19 performed calculations I would say that probably the 

20 minimum acceptable dose would be 1.5 grams, and anything 

21 above that is associated with diminishing likelihood of 

22 consciousness. 

23 Q Did your review of the new discovery in this case 

24 alter your opinions that you gave back in January with 

25 regard to the drugs used in Missouri and the dosages as 

1 we now understand them? 

2 A Well, I redid the calculations, and changing the 

3 dose from five grams to 2.5 grams has a minuscule and not 

4 clinically relevant effect on the probability of 

5 consciousness throughout the duration of time that an 

6 execution requires. 

7 Q Did your review of the new discovery in the case alter 

8 your opinions as given back in January with regard to the 

9 use of the femoral catheter as a means of administration of 

10 the drugs? 

11 

12 

13 

A 

Q 

A 

No. 

Can you explain why? 

well, since the thiopental is given after the femoral 

14 catheter is placed, the dose of thiopental itself has no 

15 meaningful effect on the placement of the femoral catheter. 

16 Q In reaching your conclusions as expressed in your 

17 earlier testimony, what definition of unconsciousness were 

18 you using? 

19 A The definition of consciousness that I typically use 

20 is that which is used as a standard in the field of 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

WALLACE M. FUGATE. III, ) 
) 

Plaintiff. ) 
) 

vs ) 
) 

THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS. and ) 
JIM WETHERINGTON, ) 

Commissioner, Department of Corrections. ) 
) 

Defendants. ) 

--------------------------) 

Civil Action No. _____ _ 

Execution scheduled for 7:00 p.m. 
on Wednesday, August 14, 2002 

DECLARATlON OF DR. MARK HEATH. M.D. 

Pursuant 10 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare the following: 

I. My name is Dr. Mark Heath. I am a resident of New York state. 

2. I am a physician. certified by the American Board of Anesthesiologists. and I 

practice as a cardiac anesthesiologist at Presbyterian Hospital in New York. I am a member of 

the American Society of Anesthesiologists. the International Anesthesia Research Society and the 

Society of Cardiovascular Anesthesiology. I am also a Clinical Assistant Professor of 

Anesthesiology at Columbia University in New York. Moreover, I conduct anesthesiology 

research funded by the National Institutes of Health and have published over ten articles relating 

to anesthesiology. 

3. In my capacity as a cardiac anesthesiologist, I am highly experienced with the 

administration of drugs involved in the administration of the lethal injection in Georgia and am 

also an expert in procedures such as "central venous cannulation" and the establishment of 



( 

intravenous access, which are a critical and flawed component of the current Georgia lethal 

injection protocol. 

4. With these qualifications. I was presented and accepted as an expert witness in 

May 2002 by Judge Michael Clark of the Gwinnetl County Circuit Court in order to discuss the 

deficiencies of the current lethal injection protocol. 

5. I have reviewed the Georgia lethal injection statute, including O.e.G.A. § 17-10-

41 and 17-10-44, and the Georgia Department of Corrections' "Administrative and Execution 

Procedures, Lethal Injection. Under Death Sentence" dated May I, 2000 [hereinafter Lethal 

Injection Protocols]. I have also reviewed the records of all six lethal injections carried out in 

Georgia so far. 

6. Based on my review of the materials listed above, it is my conclusion that the 

lethal injection as currently administered in Georgia has critical shortcomings, which lead to a 

significant risk that the inmate will be exposed to unnecessary. severe pain and suffering. I 

believe that these problems. which are discussed below. can be remedied with relative ease and 

with very little expenditure of resources. 

7. First, the particular drugs being used in the lethal injection process in Georgia' are 

accompanied by a significant risk of infliction of unnecessary and severe pain and suffering 

depending on how they are used, prepared, measured. titrated and administered. While the 

problems with the drugs are critical, they can be remedied with relative ease by either simply 

'The Lethal Injection Protocols provide for the use of three drugs as part of the lethal 
injection procedure: Sodium Pentothal, which is the trademark name for sodium thiopental; 
Pancurium Bromide, commonly known as Pavulon; and. Potassium Chloride. While Sodium 
Pentothal is an ultra short-acting barbiturate that induces brief general anesthesia. Pavulon 
paralyzes the respiratory system. Potassium Chloride then kills the inmate by stopping the heart. 
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substituting other commonly available drugs for one or more of the drugs now being used to 

administer the lethal injectionl or by more closely monitoring the inmate's vital signs during the 

administration of the drugs, as is usually done when these drugs are administered in a therapeutic 

setting. 

8. Second, the "cut down" procedure - which is mandated by the Lethal Injection 

Protocols when a vein cannot be found - involves unnecessary mutilation of the human body and 

is a grossly outdated medical procedure. In fact, the "cut down" procedure for "central venous 

cannulation" is rarely even taught in U.S. medical schools. Instead, there is another procedure, 

"percutaneous central venous cannulation" Ihat is routinely used by trained personnel in hospitals 

in situations where a suitable vein cannot be found. In other words, the procedure currently 

mandated by the Lethal Injection Protocols subjects the inmate's body to unnecessary and painful 

mutilation. This problem can be readily rectified by substituting the appropriate and regularly 

used medical procedure - "percutaneous central venous cannulation - in place of the outdated 

and discarded "cut down" procedure.' 

'Because Sodium Pentothal is an ultra-short acting barbiturate and Pavulon is a long
acting paralyzing agent, there is no justification for the use of Sodium Pentothal and Pa~'ulon 
together. On the contrary, the use of both drugs unnecessarily introduces the risk of severe pain 
and suffering. This is because if there are problems injecting the entire dose of Sodium 
Pentothal, but the full dose of Pavulon is nevertheless injected, there is a risk that the prisoner 
will become conscious, experience suffocation, feel the burning of the Potassium Chloride in his 
veins, and then experience a massive heart attack. This risk can be eliminated by substituting a 
long-acting anesthetizing agent for Sodium Pentothal or eliminating Pavulon. 

'In the hearing before Judge Michael Clark. Dr. Rao - the contract physician hired by the 
Department of Corrections to be present at Mr. Jose High's execution -testified that he took it 
upon himself to disregard the Department's Protocols by performing "percutaneous central 
venous cannulation" rather than the venous "cut down" procedure. There is no guarantee that 
any other physician at a future execution will also choose to willfully ignore the express language 
of the Protocols and perform the more appropriate medical procedure. 
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9. Third, there are significant deficiencies in the Department of Corrections' Lethal 

Injection Protocols, including, but not limited to: 

(a) the conflicting provisions in the Protocol for the amount of Sodium 

Pentothal to be administered - while one part of the protocol calls for 2 grams of Sodium 

Pentothal to be administered, while another part of the protocol calls for I gram of Sodium 

Pentothal to be administered. Specifically, Paragraph I 0 of the Georgia Diagnostic and 

Classification Prison's "Controlled Chemical Handling Procedures for Execution by Lethal 

Injection" states that "Chemicals will be drawn up as follows: Sodium Pentothal - SOcc's 

(2gms) - Syringe #1 and #Ia." By contrast, Section 2.1 of Annex rVofthe Protocols, titled 

"Injec/ion Procedure" talks only about the use of "Syringe #1 (Sodium Pentothal)" -there is no 

mention of syringe la. These contradictory instructions make it impossible for anybody, whether 

expert or not, to confidently divine the intent of the protocol. This flaw in the protocol is critical 

because the amount of Sodium Pentothal that is administered is vital to ensuring that the 

execution is humane. This problem can easily be addressed, and it is important to do so before it 

is used to dictate the actions of the personnel carrying out the lethal injection procedure. 

(b) the failure to adopt safeguards to ensure that the second and third drugs in 

the three drug injection set - Pavulon and Potassium Chloride - are administered before the 

anesthetic effect of the first drug - Sodium Pentothal- wears off;' 

'Sodium Pentothal is a very short-acting anesthetic, meaning that, when given in an 
appropriate amount and administered properly, it not only renders a person unconscious quickly, 
but it also begins to wear off quickly. In fact, the half-life of Sodium Pentothal in the brain, 
where it is meanl/o work as an anesthetizing agent, may be as short as one to two minutes. In 
other words, almost as soon as it begins working, Sodium Pentothal begins to dissipate. (As a 
result, during surgical procedures, Sodium Pentothal is typically used to render a person 
unconscious but additional drugs are administered almost immediately thereafter to keep a 
patient unconscious and pain-free.) Therefore, if the three drugs are not administered in a timely 
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(c) the one-size-fits-all Protocol's failure to ensure that the amount of the 

anesthetic first drug administered take into account the well-recognized factors affecting its 

efficacy. including body weight body fat. prior drug usage. the presence of other sedating agents, 

the level of anxiety or stress. and the person's food consumption' in the hours before the 

execution; 

(d) the failure to delineate the qualifications of any of the medical personnel 

taking part in administering the lethal injection;" 

manner, the Sodium Pentothal would wear off. permitting the inmate to regain consciousness 
during the execution. 

Potassium Chloride - the third drug to be administered - causes cardiac arrest, which, if 
untreated, leads to brain death after several minutes. Should the Sodium Pentothal have worn off 
or never have achieved effectiveness by the time the potassium chloride is administered, the 
condemned would again experience excruciating pain. The sensation ofthe Potassium Chloride 
coursing through the veins causes extreme and excruciating pain. Once the drug reaches the 
heart. the condemned would experience all of the pain and suffering associated with going into 
complete cardiac arrest. 

'If the inmate eats or drinks six-to·eight hours before the execution. he may choke or gag 
from the injection of Sodium Pentothal. 

"Under the cur:rent procedures. it is possible that the physician involved might not have a 
medical license, might never have performed "central venous cannulation:' or might even have 
been barred because of incompetence by the state licensing board from performing invasive 
procedures. 

The absence of qualified personnel poses a significant problem. For example, the nurse 
who starts the IV and observes the prisoner and injection sites during the execution, watches the 
prisoner to make sure that he is unconscious. However, because the nurse lacks basic 
understanding of anesthesia and how the drugs work, the signs she watches for are not correlated 
with a patient being paralyzed yet conscious. Therefore, while the unqualified nurse may believe 
that the prisoner is unconscious. the prisoner may in fact be paralyzed but conscious. 

In addition, the danger of having an inexperienced or unqualified person administer the· 
drugs is illustrated by noting the dangers in wrongful administration of the Sodium Pentothal. 
Since Sodium Pentothal works as an anesthetizing agent only in the brain, it is critically 
important that the drug reach the brain in its full dosage. It must, therefore, be administered in 
such a way that it goes into a vein and not into muscle or subcutaneously. Were the latter to 
happen. it would not have an anesthetizing effect and would instead cause necrosis to the tissue 
into which it flowed, causing excruciatingly pain. 
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(e) the failure to require that the person injecting the drugs titrate the amount 

of the drugs to ensure that the inmate has been rendered fully unconscious, adjusting and 

increasing the amount of drug necessary; 7 

(1) the failure to require that the person administering the anesthetic drug 

monitor the inmate's vital signs to ensure that the inmate remains unconscious;! 

(g) the failure to delineate the amount of drugs to be administered, as 

expressed in tenns of their volume, their concentration, their rate of administration and the time 

intervals between the injection of each of the drugs; 

(h) the failure to delineate how the drugs should be obtained, transponed and 

stored so as to maintain their efficacy; 

7 As noled earlier, the dosage needed for effective use of Sodium Pentothal is susceptible 
to a number of factors, some well-recognized, others that are unknown. It is for this reason that, 
during surgeries. a medically qualified anesthesiologist makes an educated guess before surgery 
as to the amount of the Sodium Pentothal to administer. and then tit rates that amount as it is 
going into the patient to ensure that the patient has been rendered fully unconscious, adjusting 
and increasing the amount of the drug as necessary. 

!Pavulon, the second ofthe drugs injected according to the protocol, is a paralytic agent. 
It interferes with the nerve impulse emanating from the brain to the muscles by blocking the 
neurotransmitters that "direct" muscles to move. This includes the muscles which enable a 
person to breathe, swallow, speak, blink, or move extremities. Pavulon leaves the muscles in a 
flaccid state so that the person to whom it has been administered appears calm and relaxed. That 
is. Pavulon creates the serene appearance that witnesses often describe of a lethal injection 
execution because the inmate is totally paralyzed. This is, however, simply a chemical mask
because it is such a thorough paral)1ic agent, the person could be experiencing excruciating pain, 
including the terrirying sensation of asphyxiating and suffocating. or choking on vomit, but none 
of this activity would be apparent to onlookers. Nevertheless, this extreme but unseen sutTering 
would result ifthe Sodium Pentothal had begun to wear otT, had not been fully effective in the 
first place, or had been injected improperly. 
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(i) the failure to discuss the manner in which the IV catheters are to be 

inserted into the inmate and the criteria that will be used to detennine when eflorts at inserting 

the IV catheters should be abandoned and the "cut down" procedure begun; 

Ul the failure to explain how the IV tubing. three-way valve. saline solution, 

heart monitoring system and other apparatus should be modified or filled jf there is a 

malfunction;' 

(k) the failure to discuss how, if the IV line is introduced into someplace other 

than the inmate's arms, the IV line should be monitored for problems such as puffing at the 

injection site or how the tubing should be monitored for problems such as leaks. separations and 

kinks;'" 

(I) the increased likelihood of miscommunication because of the convoluted 

arrangement whereby the nurse in the death chamber watches the injection sites and 

"The problem with this lack of discussion of how to remedy malfunctions has been 
manifested in at least two executions so far. those of Mr. Spivey and Mr. Housel, where after 
discovering heart activity after the first course of injections, the staff skipped steps in the 
procedures and injected a second dose of Potassium Chloride instead of beginning with a fresh 
administration of all three drugs. As noted earlier. the lapse of more than anticipated time after 
the administration of Sodium Pentothal significantly increases the risk that the prisoner will 
regain consciousness and feel acute, excruciating pain. 

'''This lack of discussion about the IV lines and the tubing is problematic because if the· 
staff is unable to introduce the IV lines into the prisoner's anns, they would have to introduce the 
IV line in the prisoner's groin. leg, or fOOl. which are all covered by a sheet. This is what 
happened in Mr. High's execution. The nurse who is supposed to watch the prisoner and 
communicate with the injecting team would then likely be prevented from observing any 
problems with the IV lines or tubing, such as puffing at the injection site or a leak. separation or 
kink in the tubing. 
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communicates to a person in the Control Room, the person in the Control Room then 

communicates to another nurse, who in tum supervises three injection staff members;" and 

(m) the deviation from regular medical practice in the use of large syringes to 

administer the drugs, which increases the possibility of improper administration of the drugs. '2 

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746.1 declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true 

and correct. Executed on August 8, 2002. 

Dr. Mark Heath 

"The nurse who supervises the injection team staff that injects the lethal drugs has to 
advise the staff members on the correct speed with which to inject the drugs. which ,s related to 
the pressure exerted on the syringe. Since the nurse observing the injection staff is not touching 
the syringe. she does not receive information about the pressure required to push the syringe 
down when she is advising the staff on how fast to inject the drugs. This is a significant problem 
because excessive pressure suggests infiltration, which is a condition where the needle is in 
subcutaneous tissue, not in the vein, or other problems in which the drugs are not being properly 
injected into the blood stream. As discussed earlier, infiltration causes necrosis of the tissue and 
can be excruciatingly painful to the prisoner. 

'1Large syringes offer significantly less tactile feedback when compared to the use of 
small syringes. In fact, in therapeutic settings, medical professionals use a small syringe in 
instances when they are not sure if infiltration is occurring or not in order to obtain this tactile 
information. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

ATLANTA DIVISION 

WALLACE M. FUGATE, III, ) 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

vs ) Civil Action No. 
) 

THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS, ) 

------

and, JIM WETHERINGTON, ) 
Commissioner, Department of Corrections, ) 

) 

Eucutioll scheduled (or 7:00 p.m. 
on Wednesday, August 14,2002 

Defendants. ) 

----------------------------) 
DECLARA nON OF DR. RANDALL L. TACKET[, PH.D. 

Pursuant to 28 v.s.c. § 1746, I declare the following; 

I. My name is Randall L. Tackett. I am a resident of Athens, Georgia. 

2. I received my Ph.D. in Pharmacology from the University of Georgia in 1979 and 

have been a professor of pharmacology at the University of Georgia'S College of Pharmacy since 

1981. I am a member of the American Society ofPhannacology and Experimental Therapeutics 

and the International Society on Toxicology. I have published over 80 articles on 

pharmacological issues, and have also published a large number of professional publications and 

abstracts. In addition, J have served a reviewer for numerous journals, including Journal of 

Pharmaceutical Science, Pharmacology Biochemistry and Behavior, Journal of Ph anna co logy and 

Experimental Therapeutics and Biophannaceutical Drug Disposition. 

3. Sodium thiopental is a barbiturate which serves as a sedative. IfproperIy 

administered it can serve as a short-acting anesthetic. However, its Use requires carefully 
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monitoring by a physician and this frequently encompasses monitoring of vital signs (blood 

pressure. heart rate, respiration) as well as level of anesthesia which can only be done by a trained 

professional. Due to the short duration of action and the variability in response between patients, 

sodium thiopental's popularity as an anesthetic and sedative has declined in favor of other agents 

which are available with longer durations of action and more predictable responses. These 

alternatives are equally inexpensive to obtain, costing less than 520 for the amount used in the 

lethal injection procedure. It is important to note that the use of Pavulon further emphasizes the 

need for close physiological monitoring of the level of anesthesia otherwise, the patient will not be 

at a proper level of anesthesia resulting in asphyxiation or suffocation and the excruciating pain of 

the potassium chloride. 

4. Pancuronium (Pavulon) is a neuromuscular blocking agent which acts to prevent 

the functioning of the nerves of the skeletal muscles, ultimately contributing to the death of the 

individual by paralyzing the muscles necessary for respiration. Pancuronium, however, does not 

affect cognition or any form of sensation, whether that be a benign sensation such as touch or 

itching or a painful sensation such as burning, crushing, asphyxiation etc. So, even if a person 

who is administered pancuronium eXIJeriences sensations or has active thought processes, he 

would not be able to express those emotions or ideas because of the paralysis of the skeletal 

muscles. As a result, pancuronium causes a form of chemical entombment (mask) that would 

make it impossible for a witness observing the inmate to determine whether the inmate is 

experiencing pain. Moreover, as noted above, while pancuronium will prevent the muscle spasms 

associated with intravenous administration of potassium chloride, it will not prevent 

asphyxiation/suffocation or the excruciating pain of the potassium chloride if the pentothal wears 
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off. Furthermore, the use of pancuronium makes it very difficult to assess the level of anesthesia 

produced by sodium thiopental unless the patient is closely monitored by a trained individual. 

S. Potassium chloride's primary role is to produce a fatal cardiac arrhythmia by 

interrupting the ionic currents in the heart at high concentrations. However, administration of 

high concentrations of potassium chloride necessary to produce death is extremely irritating and 

painful. When injected intravenously, potassium depolarizes nerves and muscles resulting in 

extreme pain and severe muscular spasms over the entire body. These symptoms would be 

experienced if the patient was improperly sedated which can occur with short-acting barbiturates. 

More importantly, the presence of a neuromuscular blocking drug such as Pavulon would 

paralyze the patient and prevent him from expressing the extreme pain although he would fully 

experience it. 

6. If! were to use a cocktail containing the above three drugs in animal experiments, 

I would have to assure the 1.A.C.U.C. (Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee) of the 

fol/owing before approval: 

(a) The animal was at a proper level of anesthesia prior to the administration of 

potassium chloride and that: 

(b) Even if I were not administering potassium chloride, I would have to assure 

the Committee that I could monitor the level of anesthesia produced by sodium thiopental when 

used with pancuronium. 

7. Any Protocol that did not meet the above two conditions would not be approved 

by the animal care committee. 

J 
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Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true 

and correct. Executed on August 8, 2002. 

Dr. Randall L. Tackett, Ph.D. 
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" 
" ,. 
" 
" 
" .. 
" 

Mil. POR'I'I:R: Tour HOME". I'. golnq to object. t.o 

t.h. ~el.v""cr o( t.~ .. qUtst.Jnll In ~e.;I'~d 1o0 

,;olUtltullorwllty or let.h.II' 1",.c,lOIl' . 

" 

"r ..... ~., 
Nfl, 1lUR.5: W •• h. an to C~'tt •• OC" worklnq '1roup 

th.t put t ..... toctet ... r! I do"'t bell.". th.llt "'.reten 

Duff.y thouqht tile'. up In t. ...... deli. of til.. 1119"t, In 

.. " due re.~t to .... coM" outt.y, ..-Mtlter DC not I:"'re 

"'S olin .tt..nt.lon t.o t.he d.t.11 In t. .... prot.acol. haw t.M 

pl.e •• t."'''9. ot that. ... t""". It It .... " don. II) 

• ceord.nce "lth conslIlt.tion, Vlt.h .ed'c.l ~C".!.o.u'1I1. 

think tut. would ~ llopOrt.nt fOI: tb. COurt to 

Ifnd.rlltolllncf. lI'tM!c"'r , ... y 1".t sl-vlr '9"acHl • .-dlr.1 

oW".lee, .. 1'11cll 1 don'" t.hlnll. 'oo!r. pl.c., t.h.t .1,0 wo .. ld 

t.. c ••• "."t. I "oliid .w.U., 'rOUr Honoc. 'l'1I.t.'. why I'. 

ulr.Jnq. 

'THIE COUfIT; But...tlaot "' •• t.M qU.lIIt.lon ''i.ln~ 

MR. KE.US; Who aU vorklld on puttlnq tM. 

I0'1.t"'r1 "' •• n • 9roup, a c_Jt.t. .... or did .... ncl.n 

DuU .. , eo.. up .. Uh II by hl.'elf? 

THt COURT: Ok.r. I'll o"errule the obJection, 

cur I clo UMer.und .. twJr. lie. POrter"' 9(11n, t.o. 

don·t. .... nt. to -- I'll Dverrul. ttlt: obje.:t.1on 1,,'t..o It 

c." be in U,. rec;orc:! how tiller _te put to.,.ther. Bot 

he· •• Ir.ady .gr.ed t.o le~ yo,., polL th. protocol in. 

M't. 1ttAJlS: I'. I'Ot 9011\9 t.o 90 In to di.cu •• ion, 

th.t 1oI.cdsn 0,,(( • ., .. d With eUISt ~opl'l'. 1 jU.l 

" 

, 

• 

• 
" 
" 
" 
" .. 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
21 

" 
2J 

" 
" 

( 
TNt C'OIIItT: Okay. 

Iflt. "ItARS, 'o"r Itonot. the Qu •• Uon of "hether 0' 

"Ot th. ptot.oc:ol ........ Hld.flt. lq _.t t.h. tl.lJht.h 

~1IdoII.1lt. .nd t.hs Sev.nlMnlll .... lI\daent of .... 01'9' ••• 

Con.tlt ... tJon· ... ban 09.11\.t cruel 'nd un"" .... ' punt.I\aPIu 

I;.rt.lnl, qa.s 1..0 t"" he.t't of the u ..... abf)"l ....... th.r 

or not t.he procedllr ••• re co ... tltu"lo".I. The "!'due 

r1 .... 01 p.eJn, ..m.t.h.r Ot "01.. 1..1'1 •••• c;uUon by '.t.Ml 

inJ.C:llo. c.n be c.-trle4 _t In _ .e41e.Jlr P .... crl~d 

Nnner, th .. t·, In aec;onl.nce wlt.h t.h. h-..nl\'n ••• by 

",Mch the •• 9i:11.t.ur. dtclated t"at letkal InJ.ctlon be 

clilni..:f OUl, 1 think hew t .... protocol' c ... In to 

be I "'9 .nc1 ..,hlllr.. t.ho •• prot.ocoh •• ., 9011' 1.0 the h.art. ot 

t.hl. _tt..r. 

MR. POkT£ll: 1(1Ut Honor. w·l:. 901n9 t.0 obJeet. to 

how tile,. c_ In t.o b111"9 •• lrrelev.nt., If t .... V .d,t. 

.ftd • foulKl.t1on ecn be la14 -- abel __ ulel .u_lt 

«.lUll th.y 00 .allt. .114 • 10uftCl.lion c ... be '.ale11 

ttl.At'. th. 1 ...... But 'thO was on Lh. c_ltt •• t.het 

cell.ted th. protoC"Ole Dr h_ t.hey _ ... cr •• t.a could 

II .... b .. n ""it.ten IlIV "'.rlJen OUU.v In t.h •• Idcli. of. tlllil 

fll,ht. by ...... It. And they're .1t.her •• they.lttlll'r 

sland on «.I'"'''' eNn or ttl.y"re Dol. AIMS eny other 

nlf; COUR1': O •• y. What ..... tbe que,t.loa &,.In, 

" 

'hiE COUR"; Ok.y. I" U o"en;ul. the ob1e-ct.l01l, 

BY MR, MEARS; 

o. ...t<I.n D\.IU8,/. COuld you .n5w.e «.1'8 q,,~.tlo"? 

... W.Il, the o"er.ll protocol ..... lre.dy In plillc. 

bt.Ic:.Uy bee.u.s. ,au MOW, th., twld .)t •• dy e-.eri.cll out 1] 

• ..nCI.lt.lOll. by the elecr.ci" Chait. So Ule only thlllCJ t.llat. 

9 ctwln9H, besld •• r..we .. Un9 • t .... • t.ps III t.UI.. pl'OC •••• v •• 

'0 t.". aCl ... l C"'nq"hJ over teIM .Iec:lroc:utlon co lethal .. t"J.ctlon. And t.h.n there allal .. , ". bastc;.,ly took SOlll" 

14 couldn't t.11 you "'"0.11 bee ...... SCHM' of tM thl1'198 c ... 

15 o"l ot Atl.nt •• fIod "' .... s.nt to us. And t.he" J cert.lnly 

16 dldn·t. ha". Hn.1 .ppe01r.l OVet .nyUlID9. 

" ..n people Ill<. M'lor 11"00.... And, of couts., -

II did ... t "llh _dlce1 st..ff.. "e lI.d the doctor.' ,,,pula" 

19 sa-ct 01 th. l. .. in911 bec.use, you know •• don't know ha'" to 

20 start.. e.th.t.e't. And so they bad t.o __ even ee.dltl4 ~t 

21 South C.rol1n. b<ld "rlt.t." tn.t. ttlla 1. 11.001 they do It. 'fO<I 

lZ know, I dld,,'t nlK! ...... Uy IoIndeC"'!IItencr ,t.. r.tKt so th.n, yov 

23 bOw. to put it. In t.o our WOrds, t." know, ... h .. d "" .. s.$ .nd 

24 doCCocs ulvolv.d III LUt. P~.s •. 

" .. 



• 
S 

• 
" 
" 
" 
IJ .. 
" 
" 
11 

" 
" ,. 
" 
" 
" ,. 
" 

• 

I 
a.C.C.A. SecUO" \'7-10-)0, n-IO-ll. 17-IO-l8, AS 

.... ...aed. P.I0-41 and 11-10-n, 

Ita,. 1"pH"lfic:al.l.,.. Mt. Me,U:,II, I think It.'. fair to 

.ay t.hat you' (e a.klng tile' COli,&"I; to liUIIl. ttle cod • 

•• eUoRs wl.:h allow the _o:eeutlon cot till. Dar.rod.-"t. by 

l.tha, lft).et.lan •• belnq uqcon.Utut.1olloll. 

.... MEARS = T ..... t· • .:oc'nct. 'follr Honor. 

THE COURT: And on at. 'a,st two dlUerant 

9rQ1U'1d,; " ... eon.tH.utlc,... •• s clrdtad: IInc:ol'llltLtutloR,lll 

•• • pphed; ,.Itd th." .... " U I found It .... 

eon.t.ltuLlona'. y ....... nl _ to appoLnt 1001.0"" to .ak. 

su", 1\'. carried out. I .... o:o ..... itlltlo,..1 .... nn.r. if I 

r .. _~r correctly. 

1tR, MEAI':> I T".t· .. corrtet.. fou.r "oROt'. Th,U.· .. 

o..r three pray.J'S (or ... 11181. 

THIE CQtIII'T: ..... rl9'tt. 1'0\1 r.ady to proceed? 

JQI. II&US: ".'0 'OIIE' HOItOC'. 

'I'll!!: COUll'!'. Okay. 

KR. MEARS: Itltl'l. U .. COIIE't.'. per.laliloll .... ·ct call 

""u·d.,, Teny L. DIItfay •• OIIr Ur'l. Wl~I\ •• a. 

TKE; COO": o ... y. T~ Mr. DuUey I,. the C'ourtroo.? 

101. M£AIlS: .... V I .. Lep Oll~ .nd \J.t hla? 

"lI!; court: 'I •• ", It YOII'U .tllf' ,out .oil"" •• k III. 

to .t.ap 111. 

MR. MtAItS: YOUf Honof • .oil •• IPr.U.ln.ey _t.t.r, 

" 

A. Well, V,,·f.' ClI.qnoltlC' i.e'llt.y. Th.L'. our 

pci_rr al.,'loll. aut. _ .1.0 •• .eddU.ion.&1 alsslon Is _ 

house death. row l!laat ••• t ,J.e •• on. 

A. lUI. 

Q. lIould yo., "lIpl.i" t.o .:r~ CI.f. 1" ,,0 __ h..1t 

10 ~t'.Ler det.j 1 .. b.t youe duU ••• n· ." d.puty ... cd.n In 

11 clWc'le or "cunty e. It "d.t,. to tho., I ........ t .... t .clit 

Iii C"U[[,ntly under ,eflt ... e. of d,.th .t J.et.of\1 

" 
" 
15 A. 111811. p.art ot II)' "fl'POlIslb1lIty In th..al r.q.J'd 

J' wOlild b. PliLling ••• rytlli"~ 1,l;>9a1.l,.r to c.rry alit 

11 ell~utlon.. Ion4 It.·a lUSt. b.a$lc.llr •• k. 'ura th.t yov·_ 

11 qat pe"pl. In pl.c;. tta,.t do .n tIM •• [1 ..... dutl •• ttl.oIt fl« .. 
,. 
21 t~t you .r. the penon In c;"'rq. of Ule e!llr<:utlon. thlt are 

n af"dec~ ta be c.rCled out by courts In the St.te oC Gear'll.? 

" 

( 
... h .... do<::u-nt .... hlch .... r •• L H,. IkIU,y .. tll bto .Ole 

to ... tt.entlc;.t.,. "'1. p,..o .. lcYd • copy of t ..... to 

"" porter In a not_baclk. And ••• oon •• _ l.y ,,1M 

rovncl,aUon If th.,·r. ~1"!II1U.t>d, 1 tI ....... copy ror the 

Court. TIle ••• 'I't' ••• cD"lon prot.oeol. lind "hlngll fra • 

the.. ellt I .... nt.-d til. record to l'eUliet 1 411;1 qlvlI 

MI' .• onllr II copy 0' Llt.lS ... ,ll.r t.hir; .ornlnq . 

TIlt COl1ftT: 51 ... II". you ".rd." Ou( e.yr 
Mil. DUrFE' , Y •••• Ir, 

, . 
II Mr. Me.rio .. Ill ....... r you 1n.nd _'11 P[oc'ed. 

U DUtCCT tXMlHATIOJI' 

Il ar Mill. MEARS: 

IT Georqi. lOn). 

If O. ., .. .(den IN/ley. Itow .... e you eapJoy..::l? 

2: po.UI .. n? 

" A. Sn ,. ... '05. 

" g. ('. livre Jud\Je CI .. rk 1111000$ thi.a, but (or th. 

51 

1 phe. thcouqh th. III. of Itott..1 inJection" 

.. ,. •••• 11' • 

Q. 1I0uid you pl ...... aphl" til .Jlldqe CI.,..k how "h.t 

pro;r.een tOOk pl .. c •• nd .ppl'oa'.'''III), .. hen .nd undllr .. b .. t 

10 clre_at.anc.s yo" "'.,... lnyolvttd In d .... lopln9 thtl _ •• 1Id f .. ,.. 

It tact. of. Mtt,r "er •• - 'lIlr<:UllOn prot.ocol_? 

" 
1) think .. "e-OM. V ... h. onee tb. law .... poIe.eeI, tMII w. 
14 WII didn't know .. hflll _ a1qM .• v., ".ul' OuL .. lllth.L 

I, Inj.cUon, of cour, ••• t t'" tl" bee.",. th .. en .. lf " ... 

I, ,Ull eonalll.utlo" .. l. &vt _ W9." prapecl"';" ' .. I. th .. t 

n point.. 

" 
" 

AItd it. .t..r1.ed "'1,1\. lot o( telephone c.ll" to 

20 b •• lc.Uy =1.ln.t.-<l .. ith • .,1_11. to Soutb C.rolln •• nd 

21 where ..... t with .. rucl.1I the, •• Ad tOllrfti tb.ir 

22 ' .. cUIt.lea.nd ... nt over .11 of thelr proto<::ol:11_ And 

II Nateollltr ollr p,..otocol" airrorllrd .,h.t Sout.h C.l'ullll. Wool:. 

" 

il4 dOI1l9 .. h .. In turn ""'d .I,..,..ored .. h4l V1C91nla ... a doing ..,it" 
2, thdr protocols, 

" 

I I 
I 
I 
I 



, 

, 

( 
thO.A Cl'f1ot9:1 onee U"r'p C'~t" o.ot frc. t.h. pha~cy. 

how tI,ey're "'",U~ .. u tM ... , bAck to t.1M point. h 

tl_ tll.&t ""IT'ca t.llrned Net 'n t.o ..... p .... ~ey 1f 

U"'Y Are, In fect. turne .. b.c::. In. "nd U. ""'Ip. t.1I. •• 

.. ..,. _ lnv~nt.ory 1<>9 .Ii _11. 

• Dep'-r .... "t of on" [l'Ifo["c_t. to d(~.e .tld .~ po ••••• 

end dl_pe" •• con1.~llft\ lubl".ac: •• : ,. t.l'Idt <:'Qcrec'l.:!' 

" 
11 

A. 

a. 
01'9111". 

lrt thtl p.",lcdec I,,'''illac:. •• eM T· ... not 90lnq 

J;I 1.090 tll.["o\l41'1 _II of ttl .... l!'CUtiClIUI. t'. trylh9 to .... ,,,., 

II •• All .... ~l. eo pI ...... \Ind.~.n.ncI t'. not. ,olROi' e.o cla t.bl. 

14 •• ch t 1_. But. lQOklng .1. t.1M dl" .. ,1 tNt. _1.a .. nh .. f ........ for 

15 t. ... "'I"ry IIIlftC..y ••• cu.1.1all, did rov .. utodr ... tM •• 41''''91 

U '1"_ til._ ph.I~r p.,Iuu_t. t.o Ut. .... U.oll:lt.y grented to lOl,I 

IT by tM Sute ClI co.orqle., .. .. 
20 D.t,nd",nt" IElilhlbH ,. doe, th.olt Ih_ 00I'I0 .,.-'" tho.' dnql 

21 1.0 yo .. ? 

" 
" 
" 
" 

, 

, 
10 

11 

" 

A. 'I •• , It do ••• 

o. son !;II .. ~.~n of c,UtGdy type o( docu..llt.; ~1d 

"hat H • 'Ur .t.t._lI.t? 

A. 

" 
•. 

a. And aho the pottl",lu. chlocloH 13 160 - •• 

beJ'~ ... tilil. 11 -.doleal ~ulv.l.'u; or --

A. 'Ul1'I~lvahnL. 

O. "'lll~""'II"t or l'O 91'_.' 1. ttwot. corr.et.? 

A. Y." "I'. 
Q. Aftd thIn tho ... _re "ltMra"" t~ u,. pJI ..... cy by 

you .114 you d.ll."..t.-d tl\_ t.o the ta_ tflAt ...... 

dru'!lS up: Is t .... t corr..:-t' 0" did you do UMtl 

A. w.l1, actoaHr. _ tlll' t._ ,0. 

tl) .,'" the 

a. Olr.y. "lid ttl." att.r the dCU9~ _1;. put. Into tIM! 

IJ syrlooq"" ."d anythJ"'9 "._ l.tt 0"'1;, c.heft you r.turned to 

14 til. phar..ac,; 's th.t corree'''! 

" 
" .. 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

A. Wdl, ~'Ically "h.t. _'CI dl: .... 1"9 ou't. 11 a ftou 9h 

for thr_ dOIU" AM ... h.n you pnrperl yo\Ir .Yrl"9II11, you. 

thU" .. ntOllched. th •• _1 I. tlot bco ••• Oft .ny ot I.,", 

ch •• lcals •• nc1 tl\.lt·1 "h,H q.t. turned baC't III 1.0 tM' 

In lhl' Iyrinqa, .. !wI, type ot .p.cidi'~ t.r.lnl"9 .... r. you 

qJv.n btl ",ndl''' ll<I.d Dr oth.,. ~opl. t.o Pf"I'p.f"1' you to de:. 

tlLet p.,t icul.r job! 

" 

, 

10 

Q. 

.. lthdr .... Lo ,l'" to tal. people .. ho vet. t.o In1ec1. th •• ,,, to 

M ... M'twa'Y? . . 
pr01.o<:oL. 

G. 

""'I'.t''j.tlon .. ct., ' .. y, by Or. ChrJ. Specty or t .... _..cUt'.1 

..... t ... r·. oUlet', ea.-ant' 1111;11 tMt. ..... t.o what tno- of 

dcuq. "ftd wh.t. .-.;,unt. ..... r. t;o w v.ed '" ~.cn ..... C\I,L10Cl) 

A. 

11 est.bllstll.nq til. Itrotoeol., • ...s, fO\I k_. _ e.rl.lnly 

n utke<! ... Ith our 4oct.OIr, .t t.M Inltlt"'tIOrl. ArId, YOOI t_. 
l) of course, I do"' t t..hink t.hec.· ..... ry •• ..,. docton ou.t. che .... .. 
15 ",eces •• rt'y 1:_ ...... t _ant • .,.., .U •• u.t .,!\en yoo t.ell 

" ""_ "".t ..,ount. ..... r. &'ln9 ".Id b~ QtH~ .t..t. ••• you know, 

17 t.hey a9rll.-:l tl\.l.t. lhat. ...au14 ~o t.he Job. 

" Q . 

n .ppe.r. -- 'l'Id 1'. loolllnq .. t t.hl' do<:u_n1. .. m1 cor ... ct _ if 

10 I' .... ronq •. th.t In the C ... .,. ot T.crr "ance.y •• n qr._ at 

21 'I'nto\II.I, tl\lt W1IulCl b.- sodlull '.nlothal --

" 
" 

" 

.. II:I,ht. 

Q. - ... re .. It.helr.",n (or purpose. of inJ.eUnq 111 t", 

A. ItL"Iftt_ 

" 

A • 

• e prioc to. o\I\CI. lhen every ..... CulIOn 10 t.r I· ... h.d • 

nuue pr.sen1. .. nd ~n'lorlnq .. "nUe t do t. .... t. ]cob. 

Q. H •• I.l be ... tn. s.--' .,lIr •••• t'h tl •• , tr.nI.A 

5 Ou.U'y' 

A. 

• , 
10 

II 

lJ .. 

O. Wbat .ur ....... th .. t? 

A. W .. nda P •• 1 •. 

a· Is Ms. Davl' .... 'l.M. "' .......... M.? 

A. I t.hlnk .n •• It. I'. "at po.IUli'e. 

o· So sl\.,.·. tl\et. to help .,," •· .. i.t you pu(.\h,., tl\e 

A. '.s. 
O. ,,"o\lld yol,! •• plaln t.o Jud,. C'.rk the "lJn,'lc_cI 

IS of .. 1I1n9 l:urr.nrnt. .yr(nqeS ••• rClU IIndeut.nd It, .ad t.he 

U 'l'!Inlflc.nce ot h.vlll' the .s.~i.ft •• olution .v"lIable 1_ • 

II dul .. rent IIrrln9.? So 1'118'11 """I'r.t .. nd .- I" ... ure he 

II unc!otr,t"lId:s Jt. Sc. til. I:ecor<:l vilL tlll~lect how you 'i0 about. 

" 
" 
" 
" 

,.. 
follOW •• ch dru.'i with a IYI:i.""II. of .eU .... nd tIW.t i. 

b .. sie"Jlv tG flIl5h the n.ainillg dru.9 th .. t"" stJI! lit th. 

I.v. Une. You're tdl;Jnq .bout " prettr lQft9 I.V, lInl'. 

.. 



.1 
( 

A. r ••. 
D. 1tIwC'. Ole,". you phy,lc:'.Uy .. "en ~" ... ""rll.' t>.qall 1.0 

l"s.rt t.he cat.lle"&f. 'n loa IICt'. 1'1"", ...... , 

• '. 
curl.llI. lie h,.I.,. .. C'o:u .• l_ I"l~ t .... c~r. 

Q. If_I:& you .ble La ",.u_lIy .... the activit I •• DC 

t tt>. I\ue •• '11 sh. an_pt..:l' to ll\.llert th .. call1.tee. III t.o 

12 " •• on t.h. ad",r _hie aD ~. 11,' ...... \1 are.. I 0:1.01\'" \ftOV 

J) 'f yotI've ._n it. but It' ....... 1I at .. tha .. ', ".C't.lt.1Vft" 

It oU by .. h.l cunat,.. 

" 
" 
" 
11 

" 

o. 
A. litht. 

Q. Ifovld that. to.- .. ralr aut ... "t? 

A. '.', .h'. 
Q. 1Iow, t1H protocol ... C'Clr~t _ U I'. \ltarlq. t>o.t 

20 tbe prot.ocol' •• _ 1.0 h"Uce .. e tbat tlMI cat.he .. erizaUon til 

21 to be dOlle by an .... rq.ncy ... dole.1 tech"lc.!..,,; 1. tlla .. 

22 C:Drt.ct1 

" .. 
2_ .tart" out. vith. nwt'. vlIa .. 5011tll. C.~lIiw .II\I'J virIJlnta 

::IS _f"e dolnt. .,. rail 111 to ._ "robl ••• wltll tha... ,-.:alla. 

" 

, O. C~14 you I'r._r the .cllvltl •• 0' t.he n",I" •• 

.u...., .. Jnq to pitt u. .. J.V. ill IIr. lu.,h' •• ~? 

A. W.U. I cailid h ...... }wt .... 901 f\q' 011.. 

• o· Old fO\I h.,,,, AnJ •• I'a nut A"kl .... 1'1111 vbat tb_ 

eo ...... r' .. tlon v.,. but could yoI.I. II ..... nl' ~Q .. v ..... t ton tt~ 

to h.r to 6tIy dacton en: .al'Otl. orl •• oth.-t til •• ".-. H19h? 

\I 

" 
.. 
O· 

Itotlllnq th.t I t.c.IL 

ot.,. Look'.., At thl' tl_ Un. U"At wA. kept 

1 J .nd tbt. 01 •• ftot '.pl bl' trw .... c •• ; 1:1 u .. t can·.Ctl 

... f'o. ",""IIf!. .. 
" o· n _14 .. ~r -- .1Id cOl'r~t _ 11 I'. wrun.,. It 

U .ppeAr. t.h.t t.1I. pelflod ot tI_ thAt It. took to put t.he 

17 C:,Ith.ter 111 lie. tu,h ... s Appro.l .. t.1, n .inllt •• , '1 th.t 

18 .. fAit 'tAle_fltl 

:u •• "s tfI •• 1111 .... qQt .u r.v. in lM i.-at •• Del yo ...... Lh.t 

.2. not .. tJon? 

" A. 

" 

I 

, 

of (Jec)rqi .. •• li.Hr .. l Open It.conl. Ae-t. 01111' -rl}Allty .~'C:AI , 

~haic:l."1J didn', ... "t. LO h.v. tM'r na... U ... hea All I" 

tJ\_ a .... p.perl .-nd q.L 1J1oIbpoHn".ct to COurl ""d t.hat 10rt Of 

th! A9· 

....c:t. r.hoil:o: bAc: ..... UIOY "0:.1' .. Dap.!ltt..etlt of C",ctecuo"" 

"o.lfot.. $0 "Mn tlwy weitH out. bc-c'AIII" of tt..t. ltl." th. 

t ckc:hlOfl ..... _de to qo "It II. .......... . .. 
11 

II 

" 
U 

n .. 
" 
11 

o· 
•• 

w ...... d .. t.t..t. d .. elalonl' Do YOII t.e-A' l? 

It .... ,. -, I' •• ute It ..... coabl"atlotl of Wat'd.n 

Q. Mr. Ooct.ol' bel~ .. 

A. 'l'tt4' t.clllU •• dir.Ctor. 

Q. 

•• 
O· 

.. 
g. 

,ea. sir. 

~'. the IlIcUvldll.1 .ireelly .. nd"r 

, .. , 
I'll .S" YOII e.o loOt. at .JOI. H1;I'I, at. Lh. not. •• ol 

" Jo". 1f.l.,I'I. aM 'll.p ooree .It yo .. "Jl.1 t.o t.h.lt. pOl[tlon whar. 

lJ .It J"'lIcAta. lut t.h. Aurs. !s attNfJtlAg to pill. in _. arid 

:II lootif)q.at. 1",/01 -~ .. I!..~ t.h. nut-llil Is .tt •• pt1r19 t.o p .. t 

251ft tb. I.V. PtobA.bly the laSt. t .. o PAIJe''! 

.. 
o. .. 

.. 

100. She did In'.rt 0 ... I.V. in to .Jo ... Ih'i!h . 

Okay. Did ,fie In,Aft botf! I.Y •• 111 to h'.? 

No. The .IKOnd t.v. "'., ",lIat they call .. e-entr.' 

, 11M ptoc:elillre .nd t.hAt .... s don. by lhe doct.or. 

o. 'tal .... tb. Intr.acla .. 1cl" Iphoft1tll:1c:1 InllorrLICIo 

• under the eoU.L be"., .. ".t r c"U til. eoU..tr~; j. Uat 

co.-net' .. 
" 
" 
" .. 

.. 1H9hl • 

15 protOC'QIl "hleb called [or .the tNt and then the ot""r eba n9ll' 

16 wl'lace ttle ".u',.e t. dOlnq it " flOW _ 1'1 .... &,dO(:tOr doll19 

" 
" 
It doctor there (or Lh .. n pac-tlc"lac pIII;"PO.'. thAt it .- no~J 

10 I.V. port cannot be 'rsLAbll,hltd. th.n, TOU Il"cw. It.·, ln 1.""1 

21 protocol l!\At • doc:to'C 011.11 .st..bUs'" .1t.Mlt" wh.t. .0.1. 
ZZ ""09'. -- I tlllnil tlte old t4'''', lUI. "lei _dle.1 t.l:. tot it 

2) ..... "aUed .. cut. d""," pcocor<jdr •• but tJI. ne~ .edi.c.1 t. .... I. 

24 'ailed. C"lIl'Ilral Unt' pl'CK"ed .. ce. 50 t.hat ... " .- t.hAt ~.fI 

25 pl"nnt"d tor boIfor. t.h.r ... de e"er an eJ.ltCUtlon td,lng "i.e/!' 

.. 



( 

down procltdl,l,. t.hat.', l<l.thorlaec1 by lM pro~ocoh bOIl! done by 

1/1 InstitutlONl dOCtOr or c;:ontr.-.:t doct.or., 

It. ConU·aCt. dOC"t.or. 

O. _lid I. It. your ultd. .. l:et. .. ndlltq ' .... l l"- cut d~ .and 

.., the .Ur ..... t. lLae LV. IS I.'" ••• ....:111::-." proc.-1U"! I, t~t 

• your un<l~ut.ndlnqr 

9 Po. 1"" sll:. 

14 the phot0'ltlpl\S or .10'. Mit". the direct. l111e lft.lrt-lon. 

15 be'l1n, it', tlehilid tllil GD<I. 

" 
" 
It .. 
" 
" 
" 
" .. 
" 

• 
• 
• .. 
" 

A. OQ,y. 

"R. kEAAS: Tout Honol:'. th. 01'19,,,&1 I ... color 

pl!ol09r .... h • I tl\,"k t.h. 0"1 tllat UtI court ..... nd Ule 

OM t .... t. the PrQ •• cutor twl l' black lind .,hlt, tHH;au •• 

.... V1I x,roulei It. I'd IUlll to ,ust .how til. eoll;lr one 

to the .. Un •• ' 10 tllat i.t',. " petNp" th_ court "OI.&ld 

lit, to ••• Lhls -. 

THI: CQUAT: $v.re . 

II\' MR. MEARS, 

g. 

.. 

o. In (olct. durl.nq tills at.te.pt .. outlined by t.h. 

d,aUI loq, it ..... o ..... h.t. around J9 .i"aU·' of an •• pt.ln; 

to find ..... !t.<IIb!. vdn. thhl tn· •• ""e 11" .. 1. tb.t II". HJ.qb 

A. 

o. 
A. 

Right., 

•• In 111 •• ,... '110 hi. II.r.d.; .I.. that cor"ectl 

KR, MI!:AU: TMte's .18v • bllllcir. ... 0:11 wllite ~rt o[ 

tile p.oct.qe, fou" tfol'lor. 

o· I' •• 11_11'19 yOU _ , ... t .rtQUiI." p.e~, Does tNt. 

1] IihOW' ... "., you .... deut..nd tQ De plla'-OqI"'pII. of t.ho ••• c ••• of 

U Mr. }tlth'li .ras .u.o:II lI.neSS vliet. c.t. .... l.r-Ii "e"li! .tt_"ted \.0 

U tHI I,,,ertftl? 

" 
" 
11 ... Itd. 

" A. V.I'Y briefly, I _.n, I didn't 10Qt .t. t.he body, 

U 110 t.o spe .... 

" o· I und.nt.nd. Aa.d I'. nQt. .,Ung yo .. to sollY 

2. ."yt.hJ."'I t .... t. you, you kn_, didn't Ii .. or yOU MV. petlionotl 

n ~nowJedq. vf. It I. coneCl, IS ,t not., thet tile nune ...... 

" 

I • , 
Q. !fltll ttoq.!lrd to thet proc:ftlU"., vh.' ..... 

nec.uiLet~ •• Unt of .U -- I'. ",ttlnq .h •• d af 

.,.. .. U. ,'. '''I:('y, The P"olvC'ols c:.U for the 

c: .. tlleletlt.uon ta b. dO1M' 011. In the rlqt.t ..... rod Onll l .. 

Uw I.H ..... : l. lb.t co .. r ... t' 

• A, 1'e., 

• Q. And the pra,oc:ol .... e •• 0_ .lIQW.nc •• • t it" nolo 

10 posslbl., tll.n. to do • C'uL down: IS t.itU c:oC'''"t? 

A. 'Ie., aiI', 

n ... Ii Iftc.rcer.ted .net .ft r ,Y. dru9 "".1'. A'ICI tro. ",Aat. I've 

U been told, e.teh tI_ you .hc:k • v.ln, It ~\I.eli •• e.r 

17 tl.'u.. bC! tile,. th.t ere_t ••• prlllbl .. ttylnq to I" •• rt. • 

II c.,,".t.c.t 4ny point down t.be I'o.d. In I.clt, .10'. HI.;h 

19 laid u. """.n I took til. OUt to N-S t.Nt th~ ..... qol'"l to be 

lO • U ••• uc. hUllt trylnq to q.L • yeln On I'll •• 

" 
.n 1. In pl.e., '.ho under,t.nd U,.t 't's c_n I" eld.rly 

ZJ ~pl •• yau .. "OW. I'. not. aedlC"1 person lia I don't hey. 

.14 .nylhltlq to b ••• th.t Oil, a...t In t_'I11"9 vlth th. nuno.' 

2S .nd doc:ltors, you "now, 'My ley tII,.t', sOll4l'thl"9 you ._ 

, 

10 

II 

.. 

not Abl. to secilre A ,lIlt.bl" Viti" In Kr. Hlqh', 4nu or 

h .. nd. <I. It I'"l","ed to Ins.f'llnq "h. c.th.tetl Iii '-het 

o· 0001" the Pf'olocols c.11 for til" cut clown to btl 

do .. e In _ny p.rtic"Uc P4tt OJ t.M body? A", you , ... II1_r 

wltl'!. 

A. t thLll1I: tlla". 'trlctly left up to t.he doct.or. 

... n, they klloIo "'1" .be'lt UWlt t ......... do, 

g. Do you kncrv vhetMr ar not the protOCol I 0;.11 tOf 

12 jndlyldu.l pnar Ito • cut dOlWn or • direct l1n. ".Iettton 

1J be I nq •• dOI? .. A. I don't ClIlnt til .... '. <lnyth'lKJ In t!'wt proltoco1 , 

IS aut the"" .q.un, 'L' •••• ,;StC'.1 prOC:",Ul'a. AfLd U ". not 

II .Ut.ken, they do It .... Ia.. t.ype of locd •• I don·t. .yen 

11' "no" wh.t it ie. bu.t .oaethl~ they put on the Ik'n t.o 

18 deeden th., .re4. 

" o· 
20 ."inillered t.o the IndJ.vld".1 prior La the lIurq.ry IDf .. cvt 

21 dovn'! 

" 
" 

A. 

o· 

IIot t. .... t I tnov 01, 

Ok'y, Y\»V ... r. pr.senL in the C'h • .bee. K,r. Hiqh 

~. _de ."dlble U~Sp("'I'.' t.o the dh'ect 11M insertion ,,,,ta !>i' 

2~ nerk: .. ttl.l r.o"rfft? 

" 



. ! 

, 
A. 

g. 

A. 

" .... del you u .. ;:aU \lMt. he ..... "I"IlI? 

I dOll'1. tllink h, If •• lly •• id <lnylhlnq. Just, 'Y"'u 

t ....... LM kind 0' flOl ••• you be'l" .Mn folb get ... haL 0," 

5 thlRql l11te that: you kltCN, .. ~.n ... 'Ira." or whatevolf you 

6 ...... , to ~.U It. J (l'oll't. .r~r J11_ otet ... Uy '.ylR9 

• "ythlnlil': Jun. "U", tho,. ty~ no, •••• 

g. 

, lin. In',rtlon Into tile -. I 11:_ l's butcherlnq t.tI, 

10 pronunciation or Ul.ll -. t.tI .. IntractAvlcle IphoneUC:1 

.. .. O. Ttln ..... 

A. 

17 did nett.. 

II g. 

11 ~n lor ... Illet.y. c:al. hl. down, tINt aort. or thla9: Is thal 

110 carreCltl 

21 .... "ell, It could M (CIt .. nu.ber -. 1 ...... It. WOuhl 

., 

A. Well •• ",t.1I •• 1." ~. And no. I _n, I' • .... rt 

11 r_lll.", with ._ o( the •• doc:u.ent.. ilGt aoae of tr.e. 

c._ out gl cAnt.ral 01(1.1::0. L,.lke "i' ..eIle_, 1110, J hA ... e 

rHOvar l_k.-l et his _4Ie.-l ru. '0 1 havI no 1de_ "'''at 

, 

, 
10 

12 

Il 

" 
" 

( 

A. 110. Slt. 

g. 

A. lIot to lIy knowl"", 

g • 1/ould .111' 01 th_ oth.r I"dlvidll." IIho .. er. 

• •• Cllted tell ••• long •• lJ .UNt •• (or tM Insert 101'1 at tI •• 

C .. thehlts? 

A, 110, .Ir. 

Q. MOW ... lth re<;ard. La Mr, ClIc •• tb •• ·red Meeton 

A. 

O. .. In Ill. I.te 60'". I' t.'''t eoC'nct? 

I'. hat Sut .. 01 ... e .1Je· 

Q. ....S .nyt""~ doM -- he took .. sedatl.,e, 41d .... 

" noL, prior to •• 

11 

" 
It 

A. 

g. 

A. 

I Ullft!; ,.. did, p •. 

II "h.r. ""I' r.eGrd a. t.o ....... t til." •• 4IIU., ...... ,? 

ttotl'l.l"'l tML 1 •• .,., I'. auro U •• t., yo". know. the 

20 doc::tOt' b ... It. It ... y ~ I" 1'111 -.;Ilcd lUtI. J'. "at 

Then 1 wOlildn't be Lao r.r alit 01 il". U 1 •• 14 

2] n. u.' not III l .... doca~_"t., prov'doc:l 1.0 U' as p&rt or the 

24 .x.cllt.lon. It" not ther., yo .. 'n 1.0111.1:' .,lth thos ... 

25 doc .... "".? 

A. 

O· 

Jlo. Ilr. 

.. 

druq •• r. 11'1 t .... yrinq ....... ho dllt.~ln.s lh'! 11Id1 .. ld .... l. -

erlld ,'. nat '9"1",) t.a •• It: their AU., - .... 1'1.0 d.t.r-l ... a Lh. 

allilnt boa .Ln thare. And .. lMtMC U ..... tutnttd over or not.. In,Uvldu .. ,, ... ho .. .,. qOj.a., La 4lc::'t".)ly pu~h It~" .. plunq.rs Of! 

Go"'1t know. , the ,yrlnq'. t.h.t 1.lIja<:t t.he 1,LU1 .libst.ftc::"., into t.h. 

" 

o. 
a!W1ys,s oC' Inv .. U,aU_ or a pn·son" .U""91 .... to 

dUr.r ... nt types of IIlt<dlc.Uonsl 

A. I don't thll11< the protocol ,trletl, .<SeIre.s •• 

11 Chat. But. U. 's .o.etnjlllljl tl'l&L Lhot ctoC;LOrl! look at prloc to 

Il .n ..... cutlon ., wit •• "hat lrP"" Clf •• 1 .... the peEaon h.a. 

U 1 _en, you know .... II"""" 10nC) o.lor • .los, IIlgh 'I,I_r lI.nL Oft 

14 d .... th .... ltch t.IW.L Lher ..... ,ol"9 to " • PEObl_ start.Ing ." 

" .. o . And yo,,'v. 901. OLh ... 1' pol'I'It'.1 slt .. at.IG!\8 llke 

A. 1 would •• 1' Ln..t t".t !'Qte"t"l .Ju.t., )'GII knov, 

" 
l t order to c.rry oul en •• .-cutlon. 

" 
" ,. 
" 

g. 

IndlvlC\u.l? 

A. ..,. 
g. 

" 

cond •• ned PU,GA'. bocIy7 

• •• ",.11, th .. t "01114 be a C'O..tJlnol.Llon af thll' "oI.rd~n 

" 
11 how they .. te to depr ••• th~ p1vngeU? n.e pr ••• ur., Lh. 

IZ 'PI", th4.t .0rL 01 thll'l9' 

IJ .. 
" 

.. 
g. WhAL t.yPe ot tr.lnlnq '" "h .. t? 

15 .. lUI '" prior to th. £lrst eucuUan. W. u:se<l • type of .. 

11 tr.I"lnq ole.. 1 don'L know ...... t t ... c::orr~t "- 01 It III, 

11 but. It looks like .. n .. ,., It" .. .edlc.1 .,. th.t ro" c." 
n f"Irch.sl!' throll,h ..edlc.1 "uppll' eo.pal'l'.s th .. ~ lI.ur.e •• nd 

:1:11 orr ... nd tho •• type pMlplo prolet1c. on .. hen ttw,y''''' qol"9 

11 thca10lqh "chooll. And Uw ... ins .t. __ t ..... 1'_ .1Ipp<>sedl, 

22 .' .... I.t .... , ... 1 .. I .... 1t.I\ • t •• 1 "'.In .(nactIiCs .. 1'4 t.Mt 

1) SGrL o( lhll'l9. And by 1111"9 tllet, th.n you e"" d.te~Lne. 

24 you kno". your -- .. t htN '.ut or 1"0111' plllnq. CIIt. on the 

2'!1 .yrinq' •. 

" 
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